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Abstract
Recently, the idea of reputation systems has been widely accepted among users who
require assistance in measuring the trustworthiness o f information providers across
the peer-to-peer networks. In this thesis, we present a state-of-the-art taxonomy of
reputation systems on the decentralized peer-to-peer networks. We have analyzed 15
different systems and have sorted them into a list of seven basic dimensions. These
dimensions are then used to establish a taxonomy under which the systems analyzed
are classified.

We develop a reputation system, Reptella, which expands an existing Gnutella peer
implementation to demonstrate the advantage of our taxonomy. Moreover, based on
the development of Reptella system, an analysis on how to incorporate reputation
systems into existing peer-to-peer networks is carried out in terms of system design
and system implementation. Such an analysis has important significance in that it
relieves developers from the laborious job involved in developing a peer-to-peer
reputation system from scratch.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Overview
The last half o f the twentieth century has witnessed a revolution in information
technology (IT). The Internet provides standards for worldwide connectivity, and has
created vast new opportunities for people to interact with strangers. This is so in
application areas such as e-commerce, knowledge sharing, and even game playing.
However, due to this anonymity of Internet, there is a rapidly increasing difficulty for
people to identify trustworthy parties or correspondents with whom he/she could
interact with. Reputation systems are emerging as a popular approach that respects
anonymity and builds trust on Internet scale.

A reputation system gathers, distributes, and aggregates feedback about participants’
past behaviors, to give a “shadow of the future” for each interaction. The “shadow of
the future” is a notion introduced by political scientist Robert Axelrod [1] to indicate
that past experience with remote transaction partners can be projected into the future,
giving a measure of their trustworthiness. Figure 1-1 shows a general model of
reputation management, which is derived from V.Shmatikov’s reputation model [47].
The Reputation module is to collect reputation information of the users based on their
past behaviors. The Trust Model module aims to aggregate reputation information
into predictions about the users’ future behavior. Finally, the Interaction module
analyzes the performance of those predictions to make a decision whether to interact
l
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or not. The results of the interactions are then fed back into the reputation
management module for the future use.

Interaction

Trust Model

Reputation

Figure 1-1. Reputation management

Reputation systems help in fostering trust amongst strangers and deter participation
by those who are dishonest. Such systems have existed long before the Internet came
into existence. Credit and employment agencies, for example, are indeed reputationbased systems. An individual with a good credit history (reputation) is able to receive
credits or loans. In the era of Internet, reputation mechanisms have initially attracted
attention as a mechanism for building trust and fostering cooperation in Electric
Commerce, such as eBay (see section 2.2.4.1), Amazon (see section 2.2.4.1),
Epinions, where more traditional quality assurance mechanisms (commercial law,
government regulation, etc.) do not work as well.

Most of those commercial websites are based on a centralized architecture. That is,
system information is solicited, and stored in a single repository, controlled by a
central entity. In a centralized system, it is easier to monitor users’ activities, which
makes the storage and retrieval of reputation information easier. Generally, the
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reputation for each user is published publicly to be visible by all system users.
Empirical results show these centralized systems do encourage transactions between
users. However, such centralized structure may incur a single point of failure, which
means the failure of central entity may paralyze the whole system. Recognizing this
issue, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have emerged to provide an alternative to the
centralized paradigm.

P2P networks have become a very popular medium for content distribution in the
past few years. In such networks, computer resources and services are exchanged
directly between systems. Beginning with the popular Napster [27] phenomenon in
the late 1990s, the popularity of P2P has dramatically increased the volume of data
transferred between Internet users. Recent studies concluded that the file sharing
activity on P2P networks accounts for up to 60% of the Internet traffic on any given
service provider network [26]. The earliest P2P networks such as Napster, are
centralized (see section 2.1), still suffer from a single point of failure. For this reason,
in the following discussion, whenever we refer to P2P networks, we mean
decentralized (pure) P2P networks (see section 2.1), which do not rely on single
central authorities.

1.2 Motivation
Many factors have fostered the recent explosive growth of P2P networks, for
example, low cost attributed to the fact that P2P networks distribute resource to
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different sites rather than a central server, and high availability o f resources attributed
to the fact that the same resource may be available at many different nodes
simultaneously. The design objectives of decentralization and availability have been
driving P2P systems to become a major paradigm in the era of distributed computing.

However, the open nature (that is, the fact that they allow anyone on the network to
share any type and number of resources) of these P2P networks leads to a complete
lack of accountability for the resource shared in these networks, opening the door to
abuses of these networks by anonymous malicious peers, and the presence of these
malicious peers can lead to the network becoming inundated with viruses, spam, and
other inauthentic files. It has been suggested that the future development o f P2P
systems will depend largely on the availability of novel methods for ensuring that
peers obtain reliable information on the quality of resources they are receiving [14].
In this context, attempting to identify malicious peers that provide inauthentic files is
superior to attempting to identify inauthentic files themselves, since malicious peers
can easily generate a virtually unlimited number of inauthentic files if they are not
banned from participating in the network. Recognizing this problem, there must be a
mechanism by which the network is able to distinguish trusted peers from the
malicious peers. In other words, it is very essential to have a system by which peers
are able to trust each other.

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission.
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Reputation systems have been proposed by many researchers as effective ways of
facilitating trust management in online systems. Recently, P2P networks have
become one of the most compelling application areas for reputation systems.
However, the decentralized nature of P2P networks makes it much more challenging
to establish reputation systems in such networks than in centralized networks.

In the recent past, there has been some work on establishing reputation systems in
P2P networks, as discussed in chapter 3. In those systems, there is no central server
to monitor the agents’ activities. Agents receive reputation information from a
variety of sources, including direct experience, feedback from third parties, and
implicitly extracted information.

However, to date, there are neither widely used P2P reputation systems, nor any
universally accepted guidelines for designing effective P2P reputation systems. Most
papers on such reputation systems provide an intuitive approach to reputation which
appeals to common experiences without clarifying whether their use of reputation is
similar or different from those used by others. It is therefore essential that we explore
the existing P2P reputation systems, identify the existing different design
possibilities and investigate their virtue and drawbacks. Such research job will help a
newcomer learn about the current development level o f P2P reputation systems, and
as a starting point for an advanced study in this area, or benefit a developer in
building a P2P reputation system satisfying the system’s pre-defined requirements.
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1.3 Proposal
In this paper, we carry out a comprehensive and systematic study of reputation
systems on P2P networks. Through a survey of existing works on P2P reputation
systems, we provide a taxonomy of decentralized P2P reputation systems.

In this taxonomy, based on the analysis regarding the functional aspect of P2P
reputation systems, we identify a list of seven vital dimensions as well as the
proposed variables for each dimension. Those dimensions are grouped into two
blocks: dimensions regarding reputation information generation and maintenance,
and dimensions about the reputation metrics. In decentralized P2P reputation systems,
those dimensions will classify those reputation systems into different categories. We
will explain the methods used by each dimension and describe their advantages and
disadvantages.

In addition to this taxonomy, we present a P2P file-sharing reputation system in our
case study, and take advantage of our taxonomy to design this system. Furthermore,
this system identifies the complete reputation management process, and gives the
details for each aspect of reputation management. Finally, based on such system, we
refine the principles about how to incorporate reputation systems into existing
P2P networks.
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The paper benefits two groups: academics studying reputation systems in Ecommerce and implementers considering applying reputation systems in their
networks. For academics, the taxonomy and case study provide a useful initial
framework within which their research can be placed. The framework will
undoubtedly be expanded to include future applications of reputation systems. For
implementers, the paper provides a means o f making choices among the available
applications and technologies. An implementer can choose a goal, and pick an
implementation technique that supports the goal. To summarize, the main purpose of
this paper is to provide a starting point for researchers or implementer to construct
their own P2P reputation systems.
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1.4 Thesis Contribution
The direction of the research undertaken in this thesis is predicted by a belief that
there are some common patterns among those reputation systems related to the
decentralized P2P networks. Based on a taxonomy of decentralized P2P reputation
systems, and the corresponding case study which shows the application of this
taxonomy in developing a reputation system, we have gained an insight about
creating, distributing, and computing reputation information in decentralized P2P
networks. The thesis contributions are listed below:

1.

This thesis presents a taxonomy of reputation systems for decentralized peer-topeer networks. This taxonomy is based on seven basic dimensions categorized
into two groups: reputation information generation and maintenance, and
reputation metrics. Additionally, a cross-dimensional analysis is given at last to
enhance the design for new decentralized P2P reputation systems. This
taxonomy not only classifies the currently proposed techniques for developing
reputation systems, but also identifies the core elements for constructing a P2P
reputation system. In fact, it is a guide to construct a reputation system satisfying
the pre-defined system requirements.

2.

We develop a P2P file-sharing reputation system: Reptella, in our case study,
and provide detailed information about how to design and implement a Gnutellabased reputation system. This system demonstrates the application of the above
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taxonomy in the design of P2P reputation systems, that is, matching the system
requirements with the available techniques provided by the taxonomy.

3.

In the development of Reptella system, we identify the general reputation
management activities, and illustrate the whole reputation management flow. We
design and implement the reputation management process, and discuss the
important design issues which might be not presented in our taxonomy, but were
important for reputation management, e.g. trust chain.

4.

We extend the original Gnutella messages with a RepuQuery message and
Recommendation message. We describe in detail those message formats and
implementation. At the same time, we design a set o f reputation-based system
protocols for resource rediscovery and resource download. We also implement
those protocols in our reputation system.

5.

This thesis also formulates rules that guide the process of integrating a reputation
system into an existing P2P system. This work instructs how to reuse an existing
P2P system in order to avoid developing such reputation system from scratch.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
To meet the objectives outlined above, this thesis has been divided into five chapters.
Chapter 2 covers the background information. It gives a broad range of description
for all the relevant topics, including peer-to-peer networks, Gnutella network,
reputation systems. The chapter is intended to familiarize the reader with concepts
that are explored and developed in subsequent sections.

Chapter 3 presents a taxonomy of reputation systems for decentralized peer-to-peer
networks. We have analyzed 15 different systems based on seven basic dimensions
which are grouped into two basic blocks. These dimensions are then used to establish
a taxonomy under which the systems analyzed are classified. Finally, we conclude
this chapter with a cross-dimensional analysis with the aim of providing a starting
point for researchers to develop new systems according to their requirements.

For our case study, we design and implement a Gnutella-based P2P reputation system,
Reptella, in Chapter 4. This involves the development of the system concepts and
ideas, for example, design considerations and solutions, system actors and scenarios,
system

reputation

management,

system

architecture,

protocol

description,

component-based system interactions, and the discussion regarding the way to
incorporate reputation systems into existing P2P networks, etc. Chapter 5
summarizes the taxonomy and the Reptella system, with suggestions for future work
and possible extensions for Reptella system.
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Chapter 2 Background Literature

2.1 Peer-to-Peer Networks
Currently, the Internet users are rising rapidly. By year-end 2002, there are around
490 million Internet users. At the same time, each user in this massive network has a
personal computer capable of more than 100 times that of a supercomputer in the
early 1990s. However, some research reveals that over 95% of today’s PC power is
wasted. Recently, there has been a lot of discussion around peer-to-peer (P2P)
networks as a way of tapping into this distributed computing resource.

In this section, we provide a brief review of P2P networks. We compare the different
architectures of P2P networks and give a detailed introduction on the P2P network,
which will be used as the underlying infrastructure for our P2P reputation system.

P2P is a class of applications that takes advantage of resources, e.g., storage,
computing cycles, content, and users available at the edge of the Internet. In general,
P2P networks connect individual users with each other, allowing them to share
resource, such as files, services, etc. Such networks provide an alternative
mechanism of computing to client/server architectures. In addition to the ability to
pool together and harness large amounts of resources, the strengths of existing P2P
systems [30, 29, 31, 27] include self-organization, load-balancing, cost-effective
infrastructure, adaptation and fault tolerance. Because of these desirable qualities,
it
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many research projects have been focused on understanding the issues surrounding
these systems and improving their performance.

2.1.1 Architectures in P2P Networks
Based on the method by which search requests are sent into the network, peer-to-peer
networks can be categorized as centralized, decentralized and hybrid networks [48].
We are going to introduce them one by one in the following sections.

2.1.1.1 Centralized Networks
Centralized networks are the most familiar form of topology, typically seen as the
client/server pattern used by databases, web servers, and other simple distributed
systems. Figure 2-1 shows the centralized network topology. All function and
information is centralized in one server with many clients connecting directly to the
server for sending and receiving information.

Figure 2-1. Centralized network topology

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

In centralized networks, the server coordinates and manages the communication
between clients. Most Internet services are distributed using the traditional
client/server (centralized) architecture (e.g. FTP) to obtain access to a specific
resource. In P2P systems, centralized networks make use o f a centralized indexing
service to connect peers to one another. Figure 2-2 depicts the design of such a
network. A central server stores information about the files that exist on each peer in
the network. Each peer sends its location information to the central index server
upon connecting to the network. For example, if Alice intends to download a
resource, she sends a search request to the index server, which returns information
about the peer (Bob) sharing the resource. Alice then connects directly to Bob and
downloads the file.

This architecture offers very good performance in terms of the response time to
search requests. Furthermore, this architecture requires less computational power on
the client side. However, such architectures may not scale well, since the central
server is a potential bottleneck. Also, due to the existence of a central server, these
schemes are not robust to attacks - an attack on the server can bring down the entire
network. Napster was a very popular P2P network that uses centralized indexing.
Napster collapsed due to litigations over potential copyright infringements.
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Figure 2-2. Centralized network architecture
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2.1.1.2 Decentralized (Pure P2P) Networks
Another topology we consider in P2P networks is a decentralized network
architecture, where all peers communicate symmetrically and have equal roles (i.e.,
both are clients as well as servers). Peers in a decentralized P2P network are
therefore also referred to as “servents”. Figure 2-3 depicts a decentralized network
topology. Decentralized networks are not new; the routing architecture of the Internet
itself is largely decentralized, with the Border Gateway Protocol [44] used to
coordinate the peering links1 between various autonomous systems.

Figure 2-3. Decentralized network topology

Decentralized networks adopt a distributed architecture for searching content shared
by peers. Each peer discovers and establishes connections with a variable number of

A peering link is a link between two Internet Service Providers o f equal status. Running peering link between
two ISPs means both o f them agree to forward each other’s packets directly across this link instead o f using the
standard Internet backbone [41][42][43].
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servents to exchange content as shown in figure 2-4. A peer discovers new peers in
the network using broadcast messages. A search request is broadcast from a source
peer to the peers directly connected to the source. Each of these peers in turn
broadcasts the request to its neighbors, until the message reaches a peer that
possesses the content, or the message has traversed a maximum number of hops.
Gnutella is an example of a pure decentralized P2P network system used in practice
today, with only a small centralized function2 to bootstrap a new host.

In te rn e t

< 3A lice^

D avid

< 3 ?
T T om

< 2M?ike

< 3 "
B ob
Jane

Figure 2-4. Decentralized network architecture

2 Gnutella relies on a list o f pre-existing hosts to bootstrap a newcom er’s presence, that is, a newcom er should
connect to one o f the pre-existing hosts in order to jo in this system. Also see 2.1.2.1.
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2.1.13 Hybrid Networks
Real-world distributed systems often have a more complex organization than any one
simple topology. They have a hybrid topology. Peers typically play multiple roles in
such a system. For example, a node might have a centralized interaction with one
part of the system, while being part o f a hierarchy in another part. In this section,
we introduce two types of hybrid P2P networks, centralized + centralized and
centralized + decentralized.

The server in a centralized network is itself often a client of one or more other
servers. For example, a web server can respond requests from a web browser by
formatting results into HTML for presentation in the web browser, and at the
same time the server itself calls upon servers hosting business logic or data
for necessary information. This forms a new type of P2P network known as
centralized + centralized networks. Figure 2-5 shows the topology of such a network.
Web service intermediaries such as Grand Central Networks [45] also create several
layers of centralized systems. Centralized systems are often stacked as a way to
compose function.
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Figure 2-5. Centralized + Centralized network topology

The latest wave of P2P systems exhibits an architecture of centralized networks
embedded within decentralized networks. Figure 2-6 is the topology of such a
network. In this figure, most peers have a centralized relationship to a super node,
forwarding all file queries to this server; much like a Napster client sends queries to
the Napster server. But instead of super nodes being standalone servers, they are
themselves connected in a Gnutella-like decentralized network, through which
queries are propagated. This hybrid topology is realized with hundreds of thousands
of peers in systems like the FastTrack file-sharing system used in KaZaa or
Morpheus. Internet email also exhibits this kind of hybrid topology. Mail clients have
a centralized relationship with a specific mail server, but mail servers themselves
share email in a decentralized fashion.
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Figure 2-6. Centralized + Decentralized network topology

In hybrid networks, peers are classified into leaf nodes and supemodes, based on
their computational power and their bandwidth. Supernodes are special servents
responsible for indexing the network content and for routing request and response
messages, and leaf nodes only provide content to the network, thus a two-tier
hierarchy is established among the servents. Figures 2-7 and 2-8 illustrate the
centralized + centralized and centralized + decentralized architectures, respectively.
As shown in both figures, a request originating at a leaf node or supernode is
processed only by intermediate supernodes. Kazaa is an instance of such a network.
However, many o f the Gnutella servents have also adopted this hybrid model because
it inherits benefits from both centralized and decentralized models.
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Figure 2-7. Centralized + Centralized network architecture
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2.1.2 Review of the Gnutella Design and Implementation
Since we will develop a reputation system which extends an existing Gnutella
implementation in our case study, a detailed description about Gnutella is necessary.
Gnutella is a popular P2P system and could be labeled as one of the first truly P2P
applications. Initially, it was developed by programmers at NullSoft. It orients itself
toward the file-sharing community. NullSoft was acquired by AOL because of its
popular MP3 application WinAmp. Because of the litigation problems between
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) and Napster, AOL pulled the
plug on any further formal development of Gnutella. However, that in fact provided a
significant incentive for grassroot effort and innovation, as many individuals and
organizations have started to spearhead efforts to keep Gnutella alive and make it
work better.

Gnutella operates on a set of network protocols, being called by a joint name:
Gnutella protocol. A detailed description of those protocols can be found in the
Gnutella specification [26]. We will leave out details o f the specification and
describe only sections relevant to this thesis. The Gnutella protocol is an open,
decentralized group membership and search protocol, primarily used for file-sharing.
Gnutella protocol has been one of the most popular file-sharing protocols. People
who wish to use the Gnutella network will download [30] or develop [32] an
application that adheres to the Gnutella protocol. We will first talk about the
operation of a Gnutella system.
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2.1.2.1 Operation of Gnutella
Since there are no central servers in the Gnutella network, in order to join the system
a peer initially connects to one of several known hosts (e.g., those listed on
gnutellahosts.com) that are almost always available (generally, such hosts do not
themselves provide shared files). Such hosts are known as host caches. A host cache
then forwards IP addresses and port numbers of other peers that are currently online.
This connection is performed over a TCP session.

Once attached to the network (having one or more open connections with nodes
already in the network), nodes send messages to interact with each other. Messages
can be either request messages or responses to some previously received request
messages. Messages can be broadcast (i.e., sent to all nodes with which the sender
has an open TCP connection) or simply back-propagated (i.e., sent over an existing
connection in the reverse direction, along the path taken by the corresponding
broadcast message). Several features of the Gnutella protocol facilitate this
broadcast/back-propagation mechanism. First, each message has a randomly
generated unique identifier which uniquely identifies the message on the
network. Second, each node keeps a short memory of recently routed messages, used
to prevent re-broadcasting and to implement back-propagation. Third, message
packets contain fields for time-to-live (TTL) and the number of hops (i.e., peers
visited on the path).
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2.1.2.2 Description of the Gnutella Protocol
A Gnutella servent connects itself to the network by establishing a connection with
another servent that is already connected to the network. To search for a particular
file, for example, a servent p broadcasts a Query message to every node linked
directly to it (see figure 2-9). The fact that the message is broadcast through the P2P
network implies that a node not directly connected to p may receive this message via
intermediaries. Servents that receive the query and have the requested file in their
repository, answer with a QueryHit packet that contains a ResultSet plus the DP
address and port number of the servent from which the files can be downloaded using
the HTTP protocol. Servents can gain a complete vision of the network within their
horizon3 by broadcasting Ping messages. Servents within the horizon reply with a
Pong message containing the number and size of the files they share. Finally, to
enable communication with servents located behind firewalls, the Gnutella protocol
provides Push messages. A Push message behaves more or less like passive
communication in traditional protocols such as FTP, inasmuch the requesting servent
can not set up connection with the serving servent until the latter initiates the
connection for downloading.

3 Horizon is the set o f peers reachable by broadcast, i.e., all peers within a num ber o f hops less than the T im e To
Live (TTL) o f the system.
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Legend:

1/

Servent looking for
resource
Servent willing to offer
the requested resource

Figure 2-9. Locating Resources in Gnutella P2P Environment

2.1.2.3 Protocol Messages
After being connected successfully, a peer communicates with other servents by
sending and receiving Gnutella protocol messages. Peers will create and initiate a
broadcast of messages as well as re-broadcasting others (receiving and transmitting
to neighbors). The messages allowed in the network are: Ping, Pong ...
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Ping - Used to actively discover hosts on the network. A servent receiving a Ping

message is expected to respond with one or more Pong messages. Essentially, it is an
"are you there?" message directed at a host.

Pong - The response to a Ping. Includes the address of a connected Gnutella servent

and information regarding the amount o f data it is making available to the network.
The meaning of a Pong is “yes, I’m here". The Pong message contains information
about the peer such as their IP address and port as well as the number of files shared
and the total size of those files.

Query - The primary mechanism for searching a Gnutella network. A servent

receiving a Query descriptor will respond with a Query Response Message if a match
is found against its local data set. This message can be interpreted as "I am looking
for x", and can get forwarded throughout the entire network (at least in theory).
Query messages have unique identifiers, but their source is unknown.

QueryHit - These are replies to Query messages, and they include the information

necessary to download the file (IP address, port, and other information). QueryHit
messages also contain a unique client ID associated with the replying peer. These
messages are propagated backwards along the path that the query message originally
comes from.
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Get/Push - Get messages are used to request a file returned in response to a query

from the servent that has the file. The requesting peer connects to the serving peer
directly and requests the file. Certain hosts, usually if they are located behind a
firewall, are unable to respond directly to requests for files. For this reason the
Gnutella protocol includes Push messages. Push messages request the serving client
to initiate the connection to the requesting peer and upload the file. However, if both
peers are located behind a firewall a connection between the two will be impossible.

Several features of the Gnutella protocol avoid that messages are re-broadcast
indefinitely through the network in the presence of cycles in the network. One such
feature includes a short memory of messages that have been routed through a peer
(thus preventing re-broadcasting). Additionally, messages contain a time-to-live
(TTL) field. At each hop (when a message is re-broadcasted) the TTL is decremented.
As soon as a peer sees a message with a TTL of zero, the message is dropped (i.e. it
is not re-broadcast).
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2.2 Reputation Management
Large distributed system such as the Internet has created vast new opportunities to
interact with strangers. The interactions can be fun, informative, and even profitable.
However, such online interactions involve a lot of uncertainty. Is the information
or files from a system participant reliable, will the service provided by a
provider satisfy our expectation, or will the participants be cooperative? While some
users intentionally seek out negative interactions, how to effectively evaluate
the reliability or trustworthiness of system users has become a crucial concern in
online communities.

In real life, we handle such problem through the social mechanisms of trust and
word-of-mouth, or reputation. When we talk about how much we trust someone, we
often consider that person’s reputation. We usually are willing to put great trust in
someone whom we have personally observed to be highly capable and who has a
high level of integrity. In the absence o f personal observation, the recommendation
of a trusted friend can lead to trust in someone. Hence, in real life, trust is often
increased by establishing positive reputations and networks for conveying these
reputations. Similarly, we can deal with the complexities and uncertainties o f online
interactions through reputation management.

Online

reputation

systems

provide

a

mechanism

which

minimizes

the

unpredictability and risk in online transactions through reputation management.
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Reputation systems collect, distribute and aggregate feedback about system
participants’ past behavior. They are looked to as possible solutions to those
problems

in

distributed

systems,

motivating

co-operation,

providing

recommendations and as a distributed authorization mechanism [25]. We will
describe reputation systems in more details in section 2.2.4.

2.2.1 Definition of Reputation
The notion of reputation is commonly used in social life and economy, and there
exists some common sense regarding its meaning. In [3], a reputation is defined as an
expectation about an agent’s behavior based on information about or observations of
its past behaviors. Gertz [37] defines reputation as the memory and summary of
participant behavior from past transactions, as well as the aggregated feedback on
participants. There is an implication that past behavior is indicative of future
behavior in those definitions. In general, the reputation for a service provider can be
formed by means of a collection of ratings by different users; each such rating is
taken as a measure o f user satisfaction. In this thesis, we use the following definition
for reputation.

Reputation is a measure that is derived from direct or indirect knowledge on earlier

interactions of agents and is used to assess the level of trust an agent puts into
another agent [13]. In P2P networks, reputation is a peer’s belief in another peer’s
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capabilities, honesty and reliability based on the direct interactions among peers and
the recommendations received from other peers [24].

2.2.2 Reputation Properties
Below are the most essential properties of reputation according to [3, 21, 24]:

•

Reputation is context-dependent. A peer has different reputation values within
different interest groups. For file-sharing systems, it means a peer may have
different reputations in different file categories; and for game systems, it means
the same player may have varying ranks in different games.

•

Reputation is based on prior experience. Peers are able to identify repeated
experiences within a similar context and with the same peers.

•

Reputation is dynamic. Reputation should be updated in response to changing
behavioral patterns.

•

Reputation is non-symmetric. A peer may rate another peer higher than it itself is
rated by the other peer.
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2.2.3 Reputation and Trust Relationship
The notion of reputation is very relevant to systems where there is information
asymmetry about trust, due to the large number of players involved and their
anonymity4/pseudonymity5. Reputation can give evidence about the missing trust
information.

Trust is defined as a subjective expectation an agent has about another agent’s future
behavior based on the history of their encounters [10]. It is a measure of the
willingness to proceed with an action (decision) that places parties (entities) at risk of
harm and is based on an assessment of the risks, the rewards and the reputations
associated with all the parties involved in a given situation. Trust is an important
factor in communities that want to maintain serious and long-lasting relationships,
networking, and collaboration between peers in P2P networks.

Reputation, as an expectation about a peer’s behaviors based on past transactions, is
therefore an important component in evaluating the trustworthiness and reliability of
the peer. The reputation of a peer clearly affects the amount of trust that others have
toward this peer; thus, the aspect of reputation can be an incentive to make peers act
in a more trustworthy way. In other words, reputation management may establish and
reinforce trust in online communities. In the e-business domain, there already exist

4 A security service that prevents the disclosure o f information that leads to the identification o f the end users.
5 Pseudonym ity is a property o f some protocols and com m unications channels. A pseudonymous entity is one
which is using a persistent identity which does not necessarily disclose other aspects of his or her identity [46].
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means for trust enhancement in the form of reputation management systems, e.g.,
eBay’s feedback forum, which will be described in section 2.2.4.1.

Reputation management has important significance for P2P systems where the vast
majority of interactions among peers are between complete strangers who do not
have any prior knowledge about each other. It is thus lacking trust among the peers.
To help build up trust in such online systems, reputation-based trust management is
an appropriate solution. An ideal reputation-based trust management is based on
reporting, sharing and using reputation information in a society o f agents in which
cooperation among the agents is the dominant strategy. Reputation systems provide a
mechanism to realize and enhance the trust among the peers in P2P networks.
Reputation systems play two different roles in the interactions in P2P networks
involving trust. The first role is informational. It makes a person trust more when
given favorable information about the business partner. The second role reputation
systems play is as a tool for disciplining or restraining, in order to control dishonest
behavior. Therefore, in P2P systems, trust is the basis o f system interactions, and
reputation is fuel for trust or distrust.

2.2.4 Reputation Systems
As we mentioned before, reputation is the memory and summary of participant
behavior from past transactions. However, when little or no information about
reputation of a participant can be obtained, the others are left in the dark when
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making decisions about the transactions. To help the participants make a decision, a
reputation mechanism needs to be designed and introduced. The goal of a reputation
system is to provide such a mechanism by gathering and aggregating feedback about
participants’ behaviors in order to derive measures of reputation.

2.2.4.1 Centralized Reputation Systems
Reputation systems have been implemented adopting either a centralized structure or
a decentralized structure. In a centralized system, feedback is received and stored by
a feedback collection centre [4], Figure 2-10 shows a typical centralized reputation
framework where X and Y denote transaction partners.

Past
transactions
Potential future
transaction

Reputation
FeedBack

ratings
Feedback Collection and
Reputation Rating Centre

Figure 2-10. General framework for a centralized reputation system

In the figure, after a transaction is completed, the agents provide feedback about each
other’s performance during the transaction. The reputation centre collects feedback
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from all the agents and continuously updates each agent’s reputation rating as a
function of the received feedback. Updated reputation ratings are provided online for
all the agents to view, and can be used by the agents to decide whether or not to
transact with a particular agent.

In some famous centralized reputation systems, such as eBay or Amazon, reputation
mechanisms have been developed and used. For example, eBay’s system of user
feedback is one of the best known reputation systems in current use. eBay manages
members’ reputations in a centralized fashion with a system called “Feedback
Forum”. Buyers and sellers are able to leave comments about transactions, and both
the number of successful transactions and the amount of feedback (passive or
negative) strongly affect buyer and seller perceptions. Figure 2-11 is an example of
auction items on eBay. As shown, the running total of feedback points is attached
visibly to each participant’s screen name, so everybody is able to readily check a
potential transaction partner’s accumulated “reputation”. And figure 2-12 is an
example of feedback from eBay’s buyers.
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Another famous centralized reputation system is Amazon’s used books market
platform for independent dealers (brick-and-mortar bookstores as well as private
individuals). It provides a simple but illustrative example of how these systems work.
Sellers post the price and a description of the book’s condition on Amazon’s site.
Buyers pay through Amazon, but sellers ship directly to buyers. The moral hazard
problems inherent in the seller’s side of the deal - stipulating the book’s condition
and the shipping - is addressed through a feedback system in which buyers are
invited to comment on the transaction, and which future buyers can view before
deciding whether to make a purchase. Figure 2-13 is an example of the overview
rating for a seller and figure 2-14 is an example of the feedback on this seller.
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Figure 2-13. An overview rating for an Amazon used book seller
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There are some common characteristics in these centralized systems as below,
•

A centralized server acts as the system manager responsible for collecting ratings
involved in an interaction.

•

Agents’ reputations are public and global. The reputation of an agent is visible to
all the other agents and the same from different agents’ views.

•

Agents’ reputations are built by the system.

Centralized reputation systems are easy to monitor, and empirical results show that
these systems do encourage transactions between sellers and buyers. However, there
are some drawbacks in the centralized systems. For example, due to their centralized
nature, these systems are vulnerable to a centralized attack, that is, if the centralized
node (system manager) is attacked and broken, the whole system may crash.
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2.2.4.2 Decentralized Reputation Systems
Decentralized reputation systems, on the other hand, do not make use of a central
repository to collect and report reputation ratings. In this type of system, participants
help one another with the provision of reputation ratings in order to evaluate the
trustworthiness of potential transaction partners. Each participant is responsible for
his own local repository of reputation and the collection and propagation of feedback
as needed. The absence of a central server avoids a central point of failure.

In a decentralized system, agent X can get agent Y ’s reputation based on its own
knowledge of the truthfulness of agents that make recommendations for agent Y. So
it is difficult for agent Y to increase its reputation artificially. Since only agent X can
see the recommendations, the references can express their feelings truthfully, and do
not have to be concerned about potential revenge. But the tradeoff is that agents have
to conduct more communication and computation. Figure 2-15 below shows a typical
decentralized reputation framework where X and Y denote transaction partners.
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Past
transactions
Potential future
transaction

Reputation
ratings
FeedBack
Reputation
ratings
The Local
Reputation
Repository For X

The Local
Reputation
Repository For Y

Figure 2-15. General framework for a decentralized reputation system

In figure 2-15, after a transaction is completed, the agents provide feedback about
each other’s performance during the transaction. Each agent collects feedback on
other agents and updates those agents’ reputation value in the local repository.
Updated reputation values are not published publicly, but can only be used by the
local agent to decide whether or not to transact with a particular agent.

Some decentralized reputation systems have been developed, such as EigenRep [6, 7],
PeerTrust [15], P2PRep [14] and RCert [18]. EigenRep is a P2P file-sharing network
and uses a distributed and secure method to assign a unique global reputation value
to each peer. PeerTrust is a simple yet effective trust mechanism for quantifying and
comparing the trustworthiness of peers in a decentralized P2P electronic marketplace.
P2PRep uses a distributed broadcast polling mechanism to search and distribute
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reputation information in the P2P network. RCert is another reputation-based system
to provide efficient retrieval of reputation information by storing the content locally
at the owner’s peer. In chapter 3, we will provide a more detailed description and
comparison o f existing decentralized P2P reputation systems.

On the other hand, decentralized reputation mechanisms are more complex than
centralized reputation systems. They have the following characteristics [38, 39, 40]:
•

No centralized system manager is needed to govern trust and reputation.

•

Subjective trust information is explicitly collected by each agent. Each agent is
responsible for collecting its trust information on other agents based on their
direct interaction with those agents.

•

No reputation is published publicly. If agent A wants to get other agents’
opinions about agent B ’s reputation, it has to actively ask other agents for their
evaluations of B, then aggregates these ratings for a measure of agent B ’s
reputation. Agent A can decide how to combine the collected evaluations. For
example, it can weight differently the evaluations coming from different agents:
trusted agents, unknown agents, or even untrustworthy agents.

•

Significant communication is required between the agents to exchange
their evaluations.
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2.3 Related Taxonomy
Mui, et al. [23] proposed a taxonomy for different notions of reputation that have
been studied by various researchers and implemented in real world systems (see
Figure 2-16). At the topmost level, Mui, et al. has described reputation as individual
and group reputation. The former has been applied by most of existing reputation
systems such as those in eBay, Amazon, Free Haven, etc. Group reputation is studied
by economists from the perspective of firm.

Reputation

Individual

Group

Direct

Encounter-derived

Indirect

Observed

Prior-derived

Group-derived

Propagated

Figure 2-16. Reputation typology

The individual reputation is considered derived from either D irect Reputation or
Indirect Reputation. Direct reputation refers to reputation estimated according to

direct experience, while indirect reputation refers to reputation inferred from
information gathered indirectly (e.g. using other observers’ opinions).
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Direct reputation is further subdivided into Observed Reputation and Encounterderived Reputation. The former is based on the observations made about an agent’s

encounters with other agents, and the latter refers to the reputation derived from
direct experience interacting with the other agents.

On the other hand, indirect reputation is further subdivided into prior-derived
reputation, group-derived reputation and propagated reputation. Prior-derived

reputation is based on prior beliefs of users. For example, most systems would rather
assign lowest possible reputation value to new agents so that there is no incentive to
discard an online identity when an agent’s reputation falls below a starting point.
Group-derived reputation means that an agent’s reputation can be inferred from
the reputation of the group to which the agent belongs. Propagated reputation is to
evaluate agent’s reputation based on information gathered from others in
the environment.

The typology serves a useful function in unifying the diverse literature on reputation.
Based on this typology, M ui’s paper has studied the relative strengths of different
notions of reputation in a set of evolutionary games. We will identify the relationship
between M ui’s typology and our taxonomy in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
A Taxonomy of Reputation Systems on Decentralized
Peer-to-Peer Networks

This taxonomy is aiming to present some basic dimensions for classifying
decentralized P2P reputation systems, and the corresponding set o f methods used in
these systems. We will explain the methods used by systems in each dimension and
describe their advantages and disadvantages. Thus, the main purpose is to provide a
starting point for researchers to construct their own P2P reputation systems.

This section is organized as follows. First, we give an outline of the taxonomy, then
we take a look at the existing P2P reputation systems, next, we present the
dimensions that constitute the taxonomy, which we group in two blocks: dimensions
regarding reputation information generation and maintenance, and dimensions about
the reputation metrics. In section 3.3 and 3.4, we provide the classification of existing
systems according to the dimensions of reputation information generation and
maintenance, and reputation metrics, respectively. We continue by performing a
cross-dimensional analysis in section 3.5 and end with section 3.6, in which a
comparison with a related taxonomy and several conclusions are presented.

42
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3.1

Outline of the Taxonomy

In recent years, increasing numbers of P2P reputation systems have been developed
and there is a wide variety of such systems, all of which take advantage of a P2P
network infrastructure. W e have followed two main approaches in this study of
reputation systems: infrastructure-oriented and function-oriented.

The infrastructure-oriented approach produces a classification of reputation systems
according to the system’s underlying infrastructure (see Table

1 for the

infrastructures o f the various systems analyzed). Here, we categorize infrastructures
in the context of decentralized P2P networks, and do not discuss centralized
reputation systems. Further, most reputation systems do not limit the underlying
infrastructures on which they can be applied. However, some reputation models may
have preferred infrastructures. For example, the EigenRep model can work better in
Distributed Hashtable (DHT)6 based networks. Therefore, we classify such systems
according to their intended infrastructures.

The function-oriented approach produces a classification based on the different
task-achievement techniques used in the system, including the creation, maintenance
and computation o f reputation information. The latter approach allows us to study the

6 A D istrib u te d H ash T ab le (D H T) is a distributed and often decentralized m echanism for associating hash
values (keys) with som e kind o f content. Participants in the DHT each store a small section o f the contents o f the
hashtable [49], A lot o f decentralized peer-to-peer systems are based on DHT mechanism, e.g. CAN, Chord,
Pastry [49].
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systems in the aspect of system design7; consequently, we have devoted more space
to it.

Table 3-1 Underlying infrastructure of the analyzed systems

Rahman

Decentralized

A Distributed Trust Model, 1997

&Hailes

P2P networks

DCRC

A Reputation System for Peer-to-Peer Networks,

&CORC

2003

Gnutella
DHT-based

EigenRep

EigenRep:

Reputation

Management

in

P2P

Networks, 2003

P2P networks,
such as CAN,
Chord.

Kinateder

Architecture and Algorithms for a distributed

Decentralized

&Rothermel

Reputation System, 2003

P2P networks

Managing

Managing Trust in a Peer-2-Peer Information

Trust

System, 2001

Mui

A Computational Model of Trust and Reputation,

Decentralized

&Mohtashemi

2002

P2P networks

P-Grid

Design

of

the

OpenPrivacy

Distributed

Decentralized

OpenPrivacy
Reputation System, 2002

P2P networks

Choosing Reputable Servents in a P2P Network,
P2PRep

Gnutella
2002

7 That is, a lot o f system functions we addressed in this approach, are the m ajor concerns for designing a P2P
reputation system. That is why our taxonomy can benefit the developm ent o f a P2P reputation system.
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Building Trust in Decentralized Peer-to-Peer
PeerTrust8

P-Grid

Electronic Communities, 2002
A

Trust

Model

for

Peer-to-Peer

Pierre&Steen

Content Decentralized

Distribution Networks, 2001

P2P networks

Poblano: A Distributed Trust Model for Peer-toPoblano
Peer Networks, 2002

JXTA

Managing Trust in Peer-to-Peer Systems Using
RCert

Gnutella
Reputation-Based Techniques, 2003
A Reputation-based Trust Management System

Selcuk&Uzun
for P2P Networks, 2004

Gnutella

A Reputation-Based Approach for Choosing
XRep

Reliable Resources in Peer-to-Peer Networks,

Gnutella

2002
An Evidential Model of Distributed Reputation

Decentralized

Management, 2002

P2P networks

Yu&Singh

To analyze the reliability of information and assess information providers’
trustworthiness, the key issue is reputation information, which is based on past
interaction history. Reputation information generation and maintenance requires four
design decisions, which constitute the first four dimensions of our taxonomy:

g

Although PeerTrust declared that it could be applied to all kinds o f P2P networks, at this time, it is just
implemented on a specific one: P-Grid. Thus, we categorize PeerTrust according to its existing application.
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reputation representation, reputation information generation, reputation inform ation
storage, and reputation information update.

Reputation representation provides the notation for a user’s reputation. Reputation
information generation indicates the techniques or ways of generating the initial

reputation information. Reputation information storage addresses the structure and
method of storage of reputation information. Finally, Reputation information update
will adapt the reputation information as time advances.

W ith the creation and maintenance of reputation information, a new challenge is to
develop algorithms or metrics through which these sources of information are
combined to compute the reputation value of peers. With respect to reputation
metrics, three main dimensions will be discussed: local reputation calculation
algorithm, indirect reputation calculation algorithm and global reputation calculation
algorithm. Local reputation calculation algorithms calculate peers’ reputation value
based on reputation seekers’ direct experience with the target peers in the past.
Indirect reputation calculation algorithms identify the ways to calculate peers’

reputation value based on the others’ opinions from the rest of the network. Global
reputation Calculation algorithms specify the principle to compute peers’ global

reputation value. Global reputation value is the aggregation of local reputation value
and indirect reputation value.
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All in all, we have identified, from a functional viewpoint, seven classification
dimensions for decentralized P2P reputation systems, four in terms of reputation
information generation and maintenance and three in terms of reputation metrics (see
table 3-2).

Table 3-2 Dimensions o f the taxonomy
TAXONOMY OF REPUTATION SYSTEMS
Reputation Information
Reputation Metrics
Generation and Maintenance
Reputation Representation

Local Reputation Calculation Algorithm

Reputation Information Generation

Indirect Reputation Calculation Algorithm

Reputation Information Storage

Global Reputation Calculation Algorithm

Reputation Information Update

Figure 3-1 shows the relationships between these mentioned dimensions. Generally,
a peer estimates another peer (target peer)’s reputation based on the latter’s local
reputation value and indirect reputation value. The local reputation value is based on
the peer’s direct experience with the target peer, and is calculated through Local
Reputation Calculation Algorithm. The indirect reputation value is based on the

other peers’ opinions about the target peer, and calculated through indirect reputation
calculation algorithm. The local and indirect reputation value will be aggregated

through global reputation calculation algorithm to generate the global reputation
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value of the target peer. According to the global reputation value, the peer may

interact with the target peer. Next, feedback may be provided by resource consumer
upon the interaction and collected by the corresponding peer for reputation
information generation, which in turn motivates the reputation information update

and storage.

Indirect Reputation
Calculation Algorithm

/ \

Peer

by

Evaluate

Peer

•o

c —

Local Reputation
Calculation Algorithm

I i-

§ jj

Local Reputation
Value
Reputation
Representation

Global Reputation
Calculation Algorithm

--------

Reputation
Representation

C

< e-

x
G lobal
R e p u ta tio n V'aluc

>

(Interaction)

Feedback

Reputation
Representation

Reputation Information
G eneration

R esu lt

R esu lt

Reputation
Information Update

Reputation
Information Storage

Figure 3-1. Reputation system overview

Before we go on to discuss those dimensions in further detail, we take a look at
existing P2P reputation systems.
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3.2 Overview of Existing P2P Reputation Systems
Rahman and H ailes [2, 3] proposed a method for reputation management that can be

implemented in P2P networks. This model is based on M arsh's model [34], Actually
it is an adaptation of M arsh’s work to today’s online environments. Some concepts
were simplified and some were kept. But the main problem with their approach is
that every agent must keep rather complex and very large data structures that
represent a form of global knowledge about the whole network. In real world
situations maintaining and updating these data structures can be a laborious and
time-consuming task. Also it is not clear how the agents obtain the other agents’
opinions about a target agent, and how well the model will scale when the number of
agents grows.

Debit-Credit and Credit-Only Reputation Computation (DCRC and CORC) [5]

facilitates local storage of reputations for fast retrieval. The difference between
DCRC and CORC is that DCRC works by crediting peers’ reputation scores for
serving content and debits them for downloading. CORC credits peers’ reputation
scores for serving content, but does not debit them for downloading. Unlike most of
existing reputation systems, both schemes utilize objective criteria for updating peer
reputations by offering additional credits based on query processing and forwarding,
and staying online. However, in order to secure the updates to reputations from peers
which act in their self-interest, this partially distributed approach employs a central
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reputation computation agent (RCA), which is contacted periodically by the peers to
earn credit for their contribution to the network. The RCA does not affect the search
and download function of the P2P networks.

In EigenRep [6, 7], two types of value: local and global, are being stored in the
system. The local value is a peer’s own view of the reputation of the peers it interacts
with, and is stored by the peer itself. The global reputation of each peer is derived
from multiple local values, and being handled by random peers in a distributed hash
table (DHT) such as CAN or Chord. This method rules out the possibility of a
malicious peer maligning the reputation of other peers through random selection of
peers that calculate the global values and redundancy in global value9. A shortcoming
is that the reputation evaluation process is based on a normalization assumption: The
trust ratings held by a peer are normalized such that their sum equals 1. By this
normalization, significant trust information is lost: e.g., if there are n identical trust
ratings in the database, the normalized value o f them will be 1/n whether the original
values were the highest possible ratings or the lowest; or a single non-zero rating in
the database will always be normalized to 1, regardless of its actual value.

Kinateder and Rothermel [8, 9] presented a reputation system starting from the

participants’ (e.g. requestor’s and recommender’s) requirements and ending with a
proposed fine-grained reputation model. The reputation system consists of three

9 The redundancy in global value means a peer’s global reputation value is stored by m ultiple peers.
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models: system model, trust model and knowledge model. In the trust model, the
semantic closeness and other relationships between trust categories is modeled by a
dependency graph, which has not been done before in a reputation system context.

Managing Trust [13] is based on the P2P system P-Grid. It integrates the trust

management and data management schemes to build a fully-fledged P2P architecture
for information systems. The reputations metric in this system are complaint-based
only; the more complaints a peer receives, the less trustworthy it will be considered.
An obvious shortcoming of such complaint-only reputation metric is that it only
maintains negative feedbacks, providing no means for a trustworthy peer to build a
reputation to be distinguished from a newcomer.

Mui and Mohtashemi [10, 11] surveyed the literature on trust and reputation models

across diverse disciplines, and constructed a computational model of trust and
reputation. The model defines reputation as a quantity relative to the particular
embedded social network of the evaluating agent and encounters history, introduces
trust as a dynamic, quantity between the trustor and the trustee which can be inferred
from reputation data about the trustee, and proposes a probabilistic mechanism for
inference among trust, reputation and level of reciprocity.

The OpenPrivacy [12] reputation system is based on a web-of-trust [52] style
network of peer certifications. Integrity of the reputation information is preserved in
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a certificate. Every certificate stores the value of the target’s reputation and the
confidence of the certificate creator, and is digitally signed by the private key of the
certificate creator. A peer needs the public key of the certificate creator in order to
verify the validity of the certificate and the information stored within.

P2PRep [14] is a reputation sharing protocol proposed for Gnutella. Every peer in the

system stores its interaction experience with other peers (based on pseudonyms).
Reputation communication is based on a distributed polling protocol. Service
requestors can assess the reliability by polling peers. When no peer can have full
knowledge of the network, each of them can record the trust it has in others on the
basis of its own experience, and share this information with others. Before a peer
consumes a service, it polls other peers about their knowledge of the service provider.
At the end o f the interaction, the service consumer updates its reputation of the
provider and, at the same time, the credibility of the peers that provided an opinion
on the provider.

PeerTrust [15] is a reputation-based trust management system for peers to quantify

and compare the reputation of other peers in P2P networks. In this system, trust is
also a non-decreasing scalar and is subjective, but differs from other reputation
systems in that it is computed based on the following three factors: 1) the amount of
satisfaction received by the other peers in the system, 2) the total number of
interactions, and 3) a balancing factor to offset the impact of malicious peers that
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misreport other peers' service. Each peer maintains a small database with a portion of
the global trust data. Though this reputation storage scheme differs from that used in
other reputation systems, it still requires cooperation from the peers for storing the
reputations. Maliciousness is countered by having multiple peers responsible for
storing the same database. Voting can be used if these databases differ. Trust is
computed on the fly through querying (potentially) multiple databases over the
network.

Pierre and Steen [16] presented a reputation-based trust model that allows users of a

large-scale peer-to-peer system to build trust relationships with nodes that they did
not necessarily know in the first place. In this model, each reputation value is based
on the recommendations from other peers. Based on these recommendations, each
peer infers a reputation value for other nodes in the system using Dempster-Shafer
theory [35].

Poblano [17] is Sun’s work on reputation in their JXTA peer-to-peer architecture.

Poblano introduces a decentralized trust model with trust relationships not only
between peers, but also between peers and content (what they refer to as “codat”,
code data). Reputation value in a peer is calculated based on the content this peer has
stored in addition to its performance and reliability.
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RCert [18] is another reputation-based approach that uses public key encryption to

provide security properties such as authentication, integrity and non-repudiation. This
protocol aims to provide efficient retrieval of reputation information by storing the
content locally at the owner (server-side) in the form o f certificates. The protocol
also ensures that these certificates are secure from being modified by the owner. This
approach provides an efficient mechanism for the retrieval of reputation content.
Furthermore, all messages in RCert are unicast messages.

Selcuk and JJzun [19] propose a reputation system for P2P networks that helps

identify malicious peers and prevent spreading of malicious content. This system
provides a strong authentication mechanism for reputation-related message, and
makes a clear distinction between the reliability of a peer as a provider o f files and its
reliability as a provider of trust information. This is a crucial distinction to preclude
certain types of coordinated attacks. They also built a file download mechanism that
enables early detection o f disguised malicious files and terminates the connection
before any significant amount o f bandwidth is wasted.

Xrep [20] is an extension to P2PRep[14], in which two separate local repositories are

maintained - one with reputation information about resources and another with
reputation information about the servents. Each of these repositories stores binary
reputation values. Peers update their local repositories for their resources and
resource providers upon finishing transactions. The criteria for such updates are
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subjective. To compute trust values for resources and peers, they enhance the twophase Gnutella search and download protocol into four phases: resource query,
voting, verification of the votes, resource download. The votes are evaluated without
any consideration of the credibility or trustworthiness of the voters. No quantitative
trust metric is specified to be used for choosing among alternative files for download.

Yu and Singh [21, 22] adapt the mathematical theory of evidence [51] to represent

and propagate the reputation that agents give to each other. When evaluating the
trustworthiness of any party, a peer combines its local evidence (obtained from direct
transactions) with the recommendations received from others regarding the same
peer. They also propose an algorithm to compute the trust index for an agent in the
range [-1, 1] that was an outcome of local evidence and testimonies. This approach
focuses primarily on reputations, but does not address the issues of integrity and
authentication of messages.
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3.3

Reputation Information Generation and Maintenance

Five design decisions should be taken to initialize and maintain reputation
information: Reputation representation, reputation information generation, reputation
information storage, and reputation information update.

3.3.1 Reputation Representation
Representing reputation information accurately is crucial for the successful
interactions in peer-to-peer systems. Accurate reputation information can benefit
participants by allowing us to predict the reliability of resources and resource
providers. Reputation information is originated from users’ feedback,

and

aggregated into reputation value through some algorithms (see section 3.4).
Therefore, our discussion on reputation representation focuses on initial feedback and
reputation value.

3.3 . 1.1 Initial Feedback
The initial feedback of users can take the form of a textual review, or a numerical
rating. Numerical ratings and multiple-attribute ratings form the basis on which to
compute reputation values. Multiple-attribute ratings are an alternative way of
representing discrete numerical ratings. Attributes such as “Very good”, “Good”,
“Fair”, “Bad”, “Very bad”, can be easily translated to a numerical rating, with each
attribute corresponding to a specific number. There exist several kinds of reputation
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ratings, and each aims at a specific design goal. Figure 3-2 shows the initial feedback
representation techniques used by the different systems analyzed.

Initial Feedback

Multiple-attribute
Rating
—

Binary Rating

R ahm an & Hailes [2,3]

Managing T rust [13]

Poblano [17]

Mui & M ohtashemi [10,11]
P2P R ep [14]

Continuous Rating

—

Kinateder & Rothermel [8, 9]
O penPrivacy [12]

—

Yu & Singh [21, 22]

E igenRep [6,7]
Selcuk & Uzun [19]
XRep [20]

Figure 3-2. Initial feedback

1).

Binary Rating

This representation only allows a distinction between complete trust in another agent
or no trust at all. It is appropriate for calculating reputation value that expresses the
expected outcome of a transaction with a specific peer. Binary rating is simple to
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construct and allows unambiguous implementations. It is, nevertheless, rather
restrictive because users are forced to choose between trusting another agent
completely or not at all.

2 ).

Multiple-attribute rating

In this scheme, each reputation value variable specifies a threshold which carries its
own semantics. The semantic behind each reputation value is easy to use by people.
For example, as we mentioned earlier, the semantics indicated by attributes “Very
good”, “Good”, “Fair”, “Bad”, “Very bad” are easy to understand.

3 ).

Continuous Rating

In this approach, reputation value is represented by real number, usually modeled as
representing probability values. The reputation of an agent a ; in agent a, ’s mind can
be considered as the probability that in the next transaction, a, will approve of a^ ’s
rating. This scheme is useful for building a probability model; however, in
comparison with the above two schemes, continuous rating values are hard to
interpret with any meaningful accuracy. For example, how to interpret the meaning
behind a rating value 0.34, good, very good, bad, very bad, or else? It is not easy to
explain such rating accurately.
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3. 3. 1.2 Reputation Value
Reputation

value

is

the

aggregation

of initial

reputation

information

or

recommendations from recommenders. It identifies the reliability of users or
resources, and is the basis for forming trust relationships. Different reputation values
represent different levels of trust a peer may have in another peer. Figure 3-3 shows
the reputation value representation techniques used by different systems analyzed.

Reputation Value

Positive Rating

Bidirectional Rating

Negative Rating

Combined Rating

C ORC [5}

Pierre & S te e n [16]

KinaSeder & Rottiermel [8, 9]

Selcuk & Uzun [19]

-

DCRC [5]

Mui & M ohtashem i [10, 11]

Yu & Singh [21,22]
(Local Reputation)

-

E igenR ep [6, 7]

—

Managing Trust [13]

- • R ahm an & Hailes [2, 3]

P 2 P R ep [14]

- • O penPrivacy [12]

XRep [20]

-

Poblano [17]
Yu & Singh [21, 22]
(Global Reputation)

Figure 3-3. Reputation value
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1). Positive Rating
Positive rating quantitatively describes the services a user has provided to the
community. When there is no negative rating and users start at zero, there is no
incentive for these users to change their names or identities. However, users may not
be able to differ malicious users from new users since they may have the same
reputation value, zero. Additionally, some systems assign zero value for negative
rating; such kind of systems is also identified as positive rating systems. Reputation
systems using positive rating offer an implicit disincentive for users to assume a new
identity since reputations are built over time and having a long history of cooperation
helps users to be chosen. Slander (i.e. malicious negative feedback) is not an issue in
positive rating reputation systems, since no negative information is kept.

2). N egative Rating
In this scheme, reputation systems only evaluate complaints about a peer, that is,
only negative feedback will be kept for a user. We can punish misbehaving users in
such cases. It also provides a way of detecting and isolating malicious users. But
there are several drawbacks as well. First, negative rating provides no means for a
trustworthy peer to build a reputation to distinguish itself from a newcomer. Second,
negative rating alone is not effective when malicious users can change their identities
in order to refresh their reputation value whenever they have built up a bad reputation.
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3). Com bined Rating
In this scheme, rating can be positive or negative depending on the behaviors of users.
A user who accidentally behaves inappropriately still has the chance to regain his
reputation by behaving properly later. This approach prevents users from changing
identities as frequently as in the negative rating scheme. The problem with this
approach is that we may not be able to differ between the users who have more good
(bad) behaviors than bad (good) ones from users who always behave properly (or
improperly), since they may have the same ratings. Consequently, bad behaviors will
be hidden beneath good behaviors, and go undetected by users.

4). B idirectional Rating
This scheme provides both positive and negative rating simultaneously and, therefore,
provides the most accurate picture of a user’s reputation. The underlying belief is that,
in real life trust relations, the existence of a single dishonest dealing in someone’s
history is usually considered a more significant indicator about that person’s
trustworthiness than a large number of honest transactions. To model this particular
significance of cheating in a peer’s history, we can use this scheme to explicitly
differentiate between dishonest and honest transactions unlike in a combined rating.
However, a problem is that the multiple nature of rating makes decision making more
difficult. For example, if peer A has a higher positive rating and negative rating than
that of peer B, it is hard to decide which one is more reliable, A or B? Since the one
with more positive transaction records also has more negative ones, and vice versa.
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3.3.2

Reputation information Generation

It is desirable to learn as much as possible from the user to lead to successful
interactions between users. For this reason, the source of reputation information is an
important aspect of a reputation system. There are two techniques for generating the
initial reputation information, one based on explicit feedback, and another based on
implicit extraction o f user behaviors. Figure 3-4 shows the reputation information
generation techniques used by the different systems analyzed.

Reputation information
Generation

Explicit Eliciting of
User Feedback
Most of Reputation
Systems

Implicit Extraction of
User Behavior

DCRC/CORC }5]

Figure 3-4. Reputation information generation

3.3.2.1 Explicit eliciting of user feedback
The technique relies on the resource consumer to provide feedback. A resource
consumer rates a resource provider in term of the service10 quality or capability. The
rating is then collected by peers who are responsible for updating the corresponding

Offered by resource provider.
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reputation information. This approach is similar to “word of mouth” in real life. The
problem is that in most online systems (such as eBay) feedback submission is
voluntary. Thus, in the absence of concrete incentives, users may not provide
feedback, or they may intentionally or unintentionally give untruthful feedback. A
number of researchers are working towards developing mechanisms that provide
strict incentives to users to both participate (i.e. provide feedback) as well as
truthfully report their observations.

3.3.2.2 Implicit extraction of user behaviors
In this scheme, the system agents keep track of users’ behaviors, so that the relevant
reputation information can be automatically extracted by agents. An impressive
amount of information about someone’s past behaviors and interaction habits can be
inferred in this way, such as the quantity of content and bandwidth. Such implicit
reputation mechanisms are an intriguing complement to mechanisms that rely on
explicit feedback. They can identify the contribution of users to the systems. A
drawback of this scheme is that it can not provide any information for the quality of
resources (or services). As a result, malicious peers may disseminate a lot of bogus
files across the network to obtain a high rating.
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3.3.3 Reputation Information Storage
In decentralized reputation systems, reputation data have to been stored in a
decentralized manner. The storage of reputation information should support their
later effective retrieval. There are three approaches to managing reputation
information in a decentralized

P2P

fashion. Figure

3 -5

shows the reputation

information storage techniques used by the different systems we have analyzed.

Reputation
Information Storage

Self-maintaining

—

DCRC/C0RC [5]

—

RCert [18]

Consumer-maintaining

Supervisor-based

Rahm an & Hailes [2,3]

—

EigenRep [6, 7]

—

Kinateder & Rothemnel [8,

—

Managing Trust [13]

—

P2PR ep [14]

—

PeerTrusI [15]

—

Poblano [17]

—

Pierre & S teen [16]

—

Selcuk & Uzun [19]

—

Yu & Singh [21, 22]

—

XRep [20]

Figure 3-5. Reputation information storage
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3.3.3.1 Self-maintaining
In this approach, reputation information is maintained by the owner. This greatly
simplifies the problem of storing reputation information. In addition, the retrieval of
reputation information can be done efficiently without any additional communication
cost. However, by having the owner to store the reputation information, there is risk
of information integrity if used without a monitoring mechanism. Malicious peers
can easily report false reputation values.

3.3.3.2 Consumer-maintaining
In this approach, after each transaction, consumers maintain the reputation
information of service providers. This method can prevent users from modifying
their reputation information; however, since the reputation information is obtained
on-demand, it incurs a high communication cost whenever users query for
reputation information. Another drawback is that the information is distributed across
the whole network, so information retrieval may be not as complete as with selfmaintaining storage.

3.3.3.3 Supervisor-based
In this approach, each peer will be monitored by other special peers, called its
supervisors. These supervisors hold the reputation value of the supervised peer. Any
message related to reputation query, storing and updating will be directed to the
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peers’ supervisors. Similar to the second scheme, this approach could also protect
reputation information against modification from its owners; moreover, it can
effectively prevent collusion11, which may happen in the other two schemes.
However, building such supervisor-based mechanism is much more complex, and
currently it is mostly applied in decentralized structured P2P networks12.

3.3.4 Reputation Information Update
Since reputation is dynamic and non-monotonic, reputation value may rise or fall
depending on various factors, including time and experience. So there is a need for
updating reputation information in the system. Generally, updating is based on the
experiences of peers with each other. Figure 3-6 shows the reputation information
update techniques used by the different systems analyzed.

11 Collusion m eans that a group o f m alicious peers collude to rate each other high and the rest o f the peers low.
12 There are two design rationales for such a supervising network. First, a peer can not choose where to locate
itself, which prevents a peer from com puting its own reputation value. Second, the choice o f supervisors should
look random to the supervised peer so that malicious users can not form small groups that control their own
ratings. Currently, only structured P2P networks satisfy the above conditions through their network topologies,
such as Chord (rings) and P-Grid (binary trees) [36].
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Reputation
Information Update

Revoking-d riven

—

Local Updating

Supervisor-oriented

R ahm an & H ailes [2,3]

--K inatecfer& Rothem iel[8.9)

—

M anaging Trust [13]

R C ert[18]

— P 2 P R ep[14]

—

E igenR ep [6, 7]

— Poblano[17]

RCA-based
—

D C R C /C 0R C [5]

— • P eerT rust [15]

- - Selcuk & Uzun [19]
— X R ep[20]

Figure 3-6. Reputation information update

3.3.4.1 Revoking-driven
After each transaction, a peer’s reputation information will be adjusted based on his
behavior in the transaction, and all the previous raters or requestors have to update
their rating towards the peer. This method provides dynamic updating of reputation
information; however, it is costly since it always (that is, unsolicitedly) propagates
the updated information across the network.
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3.3.4.2 Local updating
A peer will update its local trust repositories after a transaction. If the chosen service
turns out to be malicious, all peers who offered that service can be assumed to be
malicious, and their ratings must be downgraded along with the peer by whom the
service was provided. If the reputation score calculated for the service was partly or
entirely based on other peer’s feedback, then the credibility rating of each peer who
contributed to the selection of that service in the reputation query is updated by the
requestor according to the outcome.

The updated reputation information is not distributed until explicitly requested
from the network. As a result, if a peer lies about its resource provider, it is not
detected, since this information is never broadcasted or provided (back) to the
resource provider.

3.3.4.3 Supervisor-oriented
If the storage scheme is supervisor-based, reputation updating will be reported to and
executed by the supervisors. The update algorithms will vary according to the
underlying infrastructure.

3.3.4.4 RCA -based
This method uses a reputation computation agent (RCA) to periodically update peers’
reputations in a secure, light-weight, and partially distributed manner. In this
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mechanism, the updated rating of a peer will first be forwarded to the RCA. Each
peer locally stores its reputation information for later fast retrieval, and periodically
obtains the updated information from RCA. The RCA can monitor a peer’s behavior
to prevent malicious peers from modifying their local reputation data, and does not
affect the search and download function of the P2P network. A problem with such
mechanism is that it will be vulnerable to a central authority attack13.

13 That is, if the RCA is attacked and corrupted, the reputation system will not function properly.
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3.4 Reputation Metrics

3.4.1 Local Reputation Calculation Algorithm
The local reputation value is a peer’s local belief about another peer. It is derived
from direct interactions the original peer14 has with the correspondent15, and can be
propagated to others upon request. It can simply be adding individual ratings, or
based on a more complex mathematical function. Figure 3-7 shows the local
reputation value calculation techniques used by the different systems analyzed.

Local Reputation
Calculation Algorithm

Additive

EigenRep [6, 7]

Arithmetic Average

—

Statistics Theory

DCRC/CORC [5]

—

Mui & Mohtashemi [10,11]

Selcuk & Uzun [19]

—

Pierre & Steen [16]

—

Yu & Singh [21,22]

Figure 3-7. Local reputation calculation algorithm

14 T he peer who initializes a request.
ls T he peer who responds the queries issued by the original peer.
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3. 4. 1.1 Additive
In this method, the local reputation value of a peer is the sum of the ratings assigned
by the owner over time. This method is easy to implement, but not as accurate as the
following two methods.

3. 4 . 1.2 Arithmetic Average
In this method, the reputation score assigned to a target peer is determined as the
average or a weighted average of its ratings assigned by the owners. This method
provides more accurate evaluation about reputation value than the additive one;
however, it is not as simple as the additive method in terms of implementation.

3.4. 1.3 Statistics Theory
This approach uses a statistics (scalar) metric, such as Bayesian Probability Theory
[53] or Dempster-Shafer theory (also known as the theory of belief functions) [54], to
model the subjective probability that an agent will perform a particular action as
expected. This approach is not as intuitive as the previous two approaches; however,
it takes advantage of some probability theory models which have been widely
applied in the prediction of future events.
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3.4.2 Indirect Reputation Calculation Algorithm
In a large decentralized network, it is difficult to obtain first hand knowledge and
experience about every entity. Thus, the only option open to network agents for
coping

with

uncertainty

is

via

others’

opinions

(or

recommendations).

Recommendations from others can be aggregated to generate indirect reputation.
Indirect reputation differs from local reputation value in that the latter is based on
direct interactions between reputation requestor and target peer. In general, if systems
adopt self-maintaining or supervisor-based storage, then peers or the peers’
supervisors can automatically receive feedback from consumers after each
transaction; otherwise, reputation requestors have to actively query others for their
opinions about target peers.

A peer may receive multiple recommendations (feedback) for a single target peer.
Those recommendations must be combined to yield a single value. Figure 3-8 shows
the Indirect Reputation Calculation mechanisms used by the different systems
analyzed.
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Indirect Reputation
Calculation Algorithm

Optimistic
—

Kinateder & Rothermet [B, 9]

—

O penP rivacy [12]

Arithmetic A verage

Statistics Theory

R ahm an & H ailes [2, 3]

“

P ierre & S teen [16]

—

E igenR ep [6, 7]

—

Mui & Mohtashemifio, 11]

- -

P eerT rust[15]

—

Yu & Singh [21, 22]

—

P oblano [17]
S elcuk & Uzun [19]

Figure 3-8. Indirect reputation calculation algorithm

3.4.2.1 Optimistic
This

approach

singles

out

the

strongest

recommendation.

The

strongest

recommendation could be the one with highest reputation rating, or the one with
highest positive reputation rating and lowest negative reputation rating. Comparing to
other approaches, this one is easy to implement; however it can only provide a rough
evaluation for a peer’s reputation.

3.4.2.2 Arithmetic Average
In this method, to combine these recommendation trust paths into one, the arithmetic
mean of the trust values of each path is taken to be the new single value. In other
words, a reputation score is computed as the weighted sum of the reputation ratings
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from other peers. Suppose A’s weight for feedback o f peer i is c,. and peer i’s trust

rating for target peer B i s , then A’s reputation evaluation on B is:

V* c t' 1 . This
k

method allows us to tolerate wrong recommendations provided by malicious peers.
However, it is more complex than the previous one in terms of implementation.

3.4.2.3

Statistics Theory

This approach uses a statistics (scalar) metric, such as Dempster-Shafer theory; to
model the subjective probability an agent will perform a particular action. It is done
the same as for local reputation. It provides a sound statistics basis for combining
feedback and for expressing reputation ratings, but need more implementation job.

3.4.3 Global Reputation Calculation Algorithm
Global reputation is the total belief a peer in another peer (or target peer). It
combines the local belief (if any) with the opinions received from other peers. This
reputation can be used for the final evaluation on the trustworthiness of the target
peer. Figure 3-9 shows the global reputation algorithm used by the different
systems analyzed.
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Global Reputation
Calculation Algorithm

Personalized
Reputation-oriented

Global
Reputation-oriented

—

R ahm an & Hailes [2, 3]

—

—

Kinateder & Rothermel [8, 9]

EigenRep [6, 7]
PeerTrust [15]

P 2PR ep [14]
—

Selcuk & Uzun [19]

—

Yu & Singh [21,22]
XRep [20]

Figure 3-9. Global reputation calculation algorithm

3. 4. 3.1 Personalized Reputation-oriented
Personalized reputation means an agent is likely to have different reputations in the
eyes of others. In this mechanism, each peer deduces target peer’s global reputation
value from the local reputation value and some of other peers’ recommendations for
the target peer. The point is that recommendations come from a subset of the
whole networks.

This mechanism is similar to the generation of reputation in real life. It just contacts
some peers in the system; therefore, this metric can only provide limited reputation
information.
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3.4. 3.2 Global Reputation-oriented (EigenTrust Algorithm)
This mechanism differs from the first one in that it considers not some of peers’
opinion but everyone’s. That is, a peer queries not only his friends, but his friends’
friends. He will continue in this manner until he has a complete view of the network,
fortunately, if the network is large, such query process will stop at some points [6, 7].
When he stops the query, all global reputation value of the peers in the network will
be available, that is, a peer’s reputation is globally visible to all peers in a P2P
network. This mechanism has a better performance, but requires much more
communication overhead since it retrieves the reputation data of all peers in the
network even when a peer is only interested in evaluating the trustworthiness of a
particular peer or a small set of peers.

Currently, this mechanism can only be applied in decentralized structured P2P
systems. The decentralized unstructured P2P systems can not do reputation queries
globally since they forward queries only to a limited subset of the peers (bounded by
the time-to-live) [50].
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3.5 Cross-Dimensional Analysis
Trust is inherent in all social interactions and reputation systems provide a good
foundation to build trust in virtual communities. An effective reputation system must
base their performance on their functionality. In this chapter, we have surveyed 15
systems following a functional approach that allows us to draw up a general
taxonomy comprising seven dimensions and based on two main groups: the
generation and maintenance o f reputation information, and the reputation metrics.

W e then carry out a cross-dimensional analysis using the results of the infrastructureoriented approach that is a cross-dimensional analysis among all the reputation
systems based on the same infrastructure. From such an analysis, we have detected
that different underlying infrastructures may lead to different patterns in some
particular

dimensions,

such

as

reputation

information

storage,

reputation

information update, and so on. We will try to determine the common patterns in each

infrastructure based on those

infrastructure-sensitive dimensions, and those

unambiguous classified systems.

Table 3-3 illustrates a cross-dimensional analysis among decentralized unstructured
P2P networks. Here, a “N/A” entry means that this system can not be clearly
categorized in this dimension. Some common features can be derived from such an
analysis. In this table, most systems adopt a self-maintaining or consumermaintaining storage strategy. M ost systems also only support a personalized
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reputation-oriented strategy to global reputation calculation. In addition, those

systems can apply any reputation information update methods except the supervisororiented one16.

Table 3-3 Cross-dimensional analysis among decentralized unstructured networks
Reputation

Reputation

Information

Information

Storage

Update

Global Reputation
Name

Algorithm

DCRC&
Self-maintaining

RCA-based

N/A

CORC
ConsumerP2PRep

Personalized
Local Updating

maintaining

Reputation-oriented
Revoking-

RCert

Self-maintaining

N/A
driven

Selcuk

Consumer-

Personalized
N/A

&Uzun

maintaining

Reputation-oriented

ConsumerXRep

Personalized
Local Updating

maintaining

Reputation-oriented

Table 3-4 illustrates a cross-dimensional analysis among decentralized structured
P2P networks; the notation “N/A” has the same meaning as Table 3-3. Some
common patterns emerge from this table. In this table, most o f the systems adopt a
supervisor-based storage strategy, and supervisor-oriented update strategy. All of

16 The supervisor-oriented updating strategy is bounded with the supervisor-based storage strategy (see section
3.3.4), and the latter can only be applied to decentralized structured P2P networks (see section 3.3.3).
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them are available for the global reputation-oriented strategy when computing the
global reputation value.

Table 3-4 Cross-dimensional analysis among decentralized structured networks

Name

Reputation

Reputation

Information

Information

Storage

Update

Supervisor-based

Supervisor-oriented

Global Reputation
Algorithm

EigenRep
(Secure Version

Global Reputationoriented

o f EigenTrust)

Managing Trust

Supervisor-based

Supervisor-oriented

PeerTrust

Supervisor-based

Supervisor-oriented

N/A
Global Reputationoriented

Some reputation management systems, such as OpenPrivacy, leave the final trust
value calculation to an external ‘plug-in’ module that supports third-party
implementations. As such it does not define how or whether trust should be
calculated based on experience. Flexibility with regard to the choice of reputation
metric may become a major trend for reputation systems.

We did not detect any other patterns. We believe that the lack of common features
lies in the fact that most systems have been developed following ad hoc approaches
to satisfy specific application requirements. In this sense, we think that the taxonomy
provided in this paper can provide a useful guideline for researchers contributing to
the future development of new reputation systems.
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3.6 Summary
The unceasing growth of the Internet and its environment has brought the need for
new technology to help users find what they are looking for. This chapter tried to
collect the state-of-the-art elements of reputation systems for decentralized peer-topeer networks. To achieve this goal, we have selected 15 peer-to-peer reputation
systems which give detailed description regarding system design and cover almost all
the existing design possibilities in this research area. Furthermore, we believe that
some dimensions in this taxonomy are also applicable to other kind of networks.

According to our knowledge, there is currently no paper providing classification of
reputation systems. However, Mui, et al. (2002) has proposed a taxonomy of
different notions of reputation, and some o f these have been adopted in our taxonomy,
for example, the notions of direct and indirect reputation. However, M ui’s taxonomy
did not mention the functional aspects in a reputation system, e.g., reputation
representation, reputation information storage and update, and reputation calculation
algorithm, etc. Furthermore, Mui’s notions of reputation have been studied by
various researchers across a number of disciplines such as distributed artificial
intelligence, economics, and evolutionary biology, among others. Therefore, the
scope of these notions of reputation is much wider than the ones applied in current
reputation systems. For example, at the topmost level, Mui, et al has described
reputation as individual and group reputation. However, the existing reputation
systems focus on the study of individual reputation.
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In this chapter, we have analyzed 15 systems, using a functional approach, and have
divided our taxonomy into two main groups: reputation information generation and
maintenance, and reputation computation. From this, we obtained a basic list of
seven dimensions and we have explained, within each o f these dimensions, all the
techniques used in the systems we analyzed. We followed that with a cross
dimensional analysis which we hope gives designer a set of guidelines that will help
them in their work developing new P2P reputation systems.

To summarize, our taxonomy provides a comprehensive explanation of current
decentralized P2P reputation systems which we hope will contribute towards
progress in this area o f research.
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Chapter 4 Reptella Reputation System: A Case Study
Our case

study is based on a P2P application for file sharing, which

facilitates internet users to share files. A famous P2P file-sharing system is the
Gnutella file-sharing system which takes the pervasive Gnutella network as the
underlying infrastructure; therefore, our case study will be based on a Gnutella filesharing system.

In a reputation-based P2P file-sharing system, users predict the level o f risk in a file
using the perceived reputation o f its provider. Users may choose to trust only
resources offered by providers with a good reputation, and they will avoid resources
offered by providers that have a bad reputation. Consequently, a user may decide if
interact with a provider or not based on the relevant reputation information. In this
paper, we will alternately use resource and file to refer to the same object. Let us
denote the user who requests file(s) as Resource Requestor and the user who
responds such requests as Resource Provider. Figure 4-1 summarizes these concepts
and situates them in a general model of reputation.

Resource
Requestor

Evaluate

j

>(

R f-'U a cr

f

About

Resource
Provider

----------------------------------- May choose to interact with------------------------------------

Figure 4-1. Model of reputation-based file-sharing system
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Two important issues are involved in a P2P reputation system: (1) what reputation
metrics are effective for computing peers’ reputation value? (2) how to distribute,
store, access, and update the reputation value effectively?

Those issues render the design of P2P reputation systems more complex. In this
context, the classification of reputation systems with respect to a set of general
dimensions is especially helpful, since it allows for a straightforward matching of
system requirements and available techniques.

In this chapter, we describe in detail the design and implementation of a Gnutellabased17 reputation management system: Reptella. Reptella is a reputation-based P2P
file-sharing system. In this system, each participant can search, download, and
contribute files. A reputation mechanism is proposed to evaluate the trustworthiness
of resource providers with respect to providing high quality files or services.

Through this case study, we give a detailed example of how to apply our taxonomy
during the design of a reputation system; furthermore, we could clarify the basic
components for reputation management; finally, we discuss how to incorporate
reputation system into an existing P2P network. Our purpose for this case study is to
provide a guideline for those first-time reputation system developers; however, the
techniques in our taxonomy can also help improve existing reputation systems.

17Based on Gnutella protocol.
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4.1

Modeling a Gnutella-based P2P Reputation System

In this section, we will examine the specifics of our P2P reputation system, so that
we are able to identify the system’s demands and restrictions with respect to
reputation management. We will see that these restrictions considerably confine the
set of applicable schemes. On the other hand, other than those general properties
addressed in the previous background chapter, there are particular properties being
considered in the design of the Reptella system. Furthermore, the design of Reptella
will concentrate on the generation, distribution and computation of reputation
information, as we have discussed in our taxonomy; therefore, we will not consider
some properties not pertinent to highlighting the desirable aspects of reputation
management, e.g. context-dependency.
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4.1.1 Design Issues
4.1.1.1 Term and definition
For the purpose of this discussion, we define the following terms.
Entity:

Any object in a network.

Recommendation:

Reputation information that is being communicated between two
peers about another peer.

Recommender:

An peer providing recommendations.

Experience:

An interaction (or observation) of peer A with (about some
behavior of) peer B.

Client:

When the computer is run as a client, i.e. a consumer of resource.

Server:

When the computer is run as a server i.e. a provider of resource.

4.1.1.2 Reputation Properties
We now describe and formalize some important properties of reputation, other
than those mentioned in chapter 2. Our system design will be compatible with
those properties.
•

Reputation is multi-dimensional. Reputation can be represented in multiple
dimensions. For example, in a file-sharing system, we can evaluate a resource
provider’s reputation along different aspects (download speed, quality of
files, etc.).

•

Reputation can be propagated between peers. If peer x knows peer y and peer y
knows peer z, but x does not know z. x could predict z’s reputation based on y’s
feedback about z. However, x may adjust its evaluation after it interacts with z.
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•

Reputation consists o f two sets of ratings. One is to keep information about the
trustworthiness of peers as resource providers, and the other indicates the
credibility o f peers as reputation recommenders. The reputation of a peer as
resource provider may be different from that as reputation recommender. For
example, it is possible that a peer may maintain a good reputation by performing
high quality services but send malicious feedback to its competitors.

4.1.1.3 System Assumptions
As the discussed earlier, this case study focuses on applying our taxonomy as well as
identifying the basic elements (or components) to build up a P2P reputation system.
To highlight those aspects, we make the following two assumptions.

First, we assume that there is a single reputation value for each entity with respect to
one aspect (or dimension). Although the reputation value for each entity is
multi-dimensional, there is only one reputation value for each dimension. In other
words, we won’t take into account the context-dependent aspect in our reputation
model. To our knowledge, this aspect is not fulfilled in the related work to the extent
presented here.

Second, although it is preferable to enable the integrity aspect in our reputation
system, we would like to defer the implementation to include security mechanisms
into a future version of Reptella. In this case study, we assume that the information
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will not be tampered with during transmission. We can incorporate one of existing
security mechanisms into the Reptella system later to enhance the reliability of our
reputation system.

4.1.1.4 Design Considerations
With the discussion of design considerations, we can identify what system aspects
will be the focus of this case study. Furthermore, we will specify the system
requirements related to each aspect. Later, we will give solutions for the fulfillment
of those system requirements.

1.The reputation information should indicate the offer’s quality.
The reputation information may disclose a peer’s contribution, or capability to
support high quality service, etc. Typically, in file-sharing systems, the resource
selection is based on the offer’s quality (e.g. the predicted download speed, the
quality of file). So it is desirable to provide some solutions for this need.

2.The system should support meaningful feedback.
A practical issue of utmost importance for the correct functioning of our reputationbased system, is the correct phrasing of the question asked to the user for his
evaluation of an interaction. We suggest those questions be easy to understand and
unambiguous.
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3.The reputation information should be stored securely.
Two concerns affect the reputation storage scheme: information integrity and
fast retrieval of reputation data; however, these conflict with each other to a
certain degree. In Reptella, we are more concerned about integrity.

4. The system should incur minimal overhead in terms of updating reputation
information.
Since reputation is dynamic, it must be frequently updated. We require that
reputation

information

is

updated

after

each

transaction,

and

at

low

computational cost. Additionally, the system should be robust to central point
attacks, which aim at a central reputation authority.

5. The system should not give peers any incentive to change their identity.
Due to the anonymous nature of a P2P system, it is extremely easy for a peer to
change its identity. This makes it easy for malicious peers to leave behind their bad
reputation. It would impair the system in terms o f detecting malicious behaviors.

6. The system should be fault-tolerant.
The system should be robust to malicious reputation information, e.g. the wrong
recommendations given by malicious peers. The bad effect incurred by malicious
information should be handled to a certain degree.
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4.1.1.5 Our Solution
In this section, we will take advantage o f the taxonomy in chapter 3, and decide
about the most appropriate approach to satisfy the abovementioned system
considerations. This process is illustrated in figure 4-2, which is followed by a
detailed description.

Design C onsiderations
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C o m b in ed rating
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Inform ation S to ra g e

C o n su m erm aintaining
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Inform ation U pdate

Local U pdating
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Algorithm

A rithm etic A v erag e

B a se d o n G nutella

G lobal R e p u ta tio n
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P e rso n a liz e d
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updating

R o b u s t to cen tral
point a tta c k s

Figure 4-2. Apply taxonomy for design decision
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1) This system extracts reputation information from explicit user feedback.
The reason is that explicit feedback could provide information about the offer’s
quality, and that information will help user select resources.

2) This system will adopt multiple-attribute ratings for files and services.
In general, the rank for the quality of files or download services is multi-level.
Binary ratings can not provide such desirable levels of precision. On the other
hand, the qualitative nature of reputation in this context makes it difficult to
represent reputation with continuous values to any meaningful accuracy. Thus,
continuous rating is not appropriate.

3) We adopt a consumer-maintaining strategy in the storage of reputation
information to satisfy storage demand.
We first exclude the supervisor-based strategy. Since this system is based on
Gnutella network which is a decentralized unstructured P2P network. It is
difficult to apply supervisor-based storage in this network. A self-maintaining
scheme will induce peers to modify their own reputations, and since we do not
implement a security mechanism here, we will not choose this strategy. As a
result, a consumer-maintaining strategy, which distributes reputation information
to the resource consumer and in a decentralized way, is the preferred choice.
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4) To update information at low cost and avoid central point failure, the
recommended scheme will be Local Updating.
Since we do not support supervisor-based storage scheme, we can not apply a
supervisor-oriented strategy. To avoid central point failure, we discard a RCAbased strategy. The revoking-driven scheme would result in too much
communication overhead, which makes it inappropriate for this system.

5) To prevent malicious users from frequently changing their identity and at the
same time, detecting and discouraging malicious users, the system should not
assign any profit to newcomers, that is, the newcomer’s reputation value should
be zero or lower. To achieve this goal, we could apply a combined rating or
bidirectional

rating

method.

Here,

we choose the

former to

simplify

decision-making.

6) To make better predictions about users’ behavior, this reputation system should
be robust to any malicious recommendations.
We will select the arithmetic average scheme to compute indirect reputation.
Since the average o f the recommendations can adjust the weights for different
recommenders and the recommendation from lying recommenders will have less
effect (or lower weight) on the process of recommendation aggregation.
Statistical methods, such as the beta probability function, or Bayesian probability
theory, are less intuitive. For our case study, we choose the easier-to-understand
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average scheme. Additional, we also apply arithmetic average method in local
reputation calculation, since this method can provide more accurate reputation
evaluation than the additive one, and easier to understand when comparing to
statistical methods.

Additionally, to avoid laborious and time-consuming computation of the global
reputation and take into account the decentralized unstructured nature of the Gnutella
network, we apply the personalized reputation-oriented technique for the global
reputation calculation.
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4.1.2 System Overview
In this section, we present a use case model of our system, describing the system
actors and general system scenarios. System actors correspond to some of entities in
our P2P reputation system. System scenarios describe the activities that system actors
participate in. Figure 4-3 shows the use case diagram for our P2P reputation system.

P2P Reputation System

Resource
Discovery

Q

A
Peer

r
v

Reputation
Evaluation
Peer
Resource
Download

Update of
Experience

Figure 4-3. P2P reputation system use case diagram
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4.1.2.1 Actors
The system has only one kind of actor: Peer.
A peer may act in different roles for different system activities as follows.

Resource Provider and Resource Consumer (or Resource Requestor)
Those roles are played by a peer that provides files (Resource Provider) and a peer
that downloads files (Resource Consumer or Resource Requestor). In a P2P system, a
peer can act as a resource provider as well as resource consumer, since there is no
true distinction between server and client.

Rater, Ratee, and Recommender
There are three different roles a peer plays in reputation-related activities. A peer
may rate a file provider whom it just downloads a file from, in this context, the
former acts as a Rater, and the latter that provides files will be termed Ratee. A peer
may query other peers for their opinions about a target peer’s trustworthiness. The
peer that responds with opinions is referred to as Recommender.

4.1.2.2 System Scenarios
In this section, we will describe activities of the P2P reputation system. They are
related to resource discovery, reputation evaluation, resource download and update of
experience (see figure 4-4).
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Figure 4-4. P2P reputation system activities

4.1.2.2.1 Resource Discovery
Resource discovery is a standard P2P system activity: a query message is broadcast

by a peer to all its neighbors in order to search for a specific resource. When a peer
receives a query message which he satisfies; he will respond to this message with the
necessary information about the resource and its location (e.g. IP, port number). In
our Gnutella-based system, query and response messages follow the Query and
QueryHit messages in the Gnutella protocol (see section 2.1.2 for a review of the

Gnutella protocol).
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4.1.2.2.2 Reputation Evaluation
Upon receiving the responses to a resource query, a requestor will rank each
recommended resource according to the provider’s reputation. If the requestor has
had a sufficient number of previous interactions with a given resource provider, the
reputation computation for that provider can rely completely on the requestor’s local
reputation repository. Otherwise, a reputation query for that resource provider is
issued to the peer’s friends. A peer’s friends consist of all reputable peers18 during
the peer’s past transaction history. The reputation query will also be propagated
through friends o f friends links, until it meets a dead end (or its TTL has been
exhausted). Each peer capable o f fulfilling the reputation request will respond to the
requestor. The details on collecting and aggregating the received reputation
information are going to be discussed in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.2.2.3 Resource Download
After evaluating each resource provider’s reputation, the rank of a resource can be
obtained via the resource provider’s reputation. The rank of a resource indicates
some properties related to the resource, such as quality, and estimated time to
download this resource. Those properties are valuable and helpful for users to make a
resource selection later. When all the resources are ranked, those with positive ranks

18 Reputable peers are those peers whose reputation values are above a threshold.
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will be recommended to the user. The user is able to select an appropriate resource
and contact the resource provider directly for a transaction.

4.1.2.2.4 Update of Experience
After the transaction is complete, the resource consumer will be asked to give
feedback on this transaction. If the feedback is positive, the reputation for the
resource provider is upgraded. Otherwise, if the resource turns out to be malicious,
the reputation of resource provider will be downgraded.

The credibility rating, which is an indication of a recommender’s reliability, is also
updated in this process. If the reputation score calculated for the resource provider
was partly or entirely based on the queried reputation, the credibility rating of every
peer who contributed to the selection o f that resource in the reputation query is
updated by the requestor according to the outcome.
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4.1.3 Reputation Management
In this section, we describe in detail the maintenance and evaluation of system
reputation information, including reputation records, evaluating direct trust,
disseminating the reputation query, processing the received recommendations,
computing the global reputation value, organizing the results, collecting user
feedback and updating the experience. Those functions construct the core process for
reputation management. Figure 4-5 illustrates this core process.

Evaluating
Direct Trust

Is local
information
enough?

Yes
Reputation
Records

No

Disseminating
Reputation Query

P rocessing Received
Recommendations

Computing Global
Reputation Value

Collecting User
Feedback

Updating Experience

Figure 4-5. Reputation management
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4.1.3.1 Reputation Records

In our system, the outcomes of past transactions are stored in reputation vectors,
maintained by the peers that make the download. Two types of reputation values are
used, and they relate to the following types of trust relationships:
1. Direct reputation value (or trust rating): This value identifies to what degree a
peer will trust another peer as a resource provider.
2. Recommender reputation value (or credibility rating): This value is to measure
the credibility of a peer as a reputation recommender.

The direct reputation value is stored in the trust vector. This vector is variable-length.
For each peer, the trust vector keeps its up-to-date reputation value and the number of
past transactions. Recommended reputation values are stored in the credibility vector.
Similar to direct reputation, for each peer the credibility vector keeps its up-to-date
credibility rating and the number of past recommendations received from that peer.

4.1.3.2 Evaluating Direct Trust
When the responses to a resource query arrive, a reputation score for each file is
calculated. The rank of a file is determined by the reputation value of the peer who
recommended the file. It has two dimensions: rank by download speed and rank by
the quality o f the file. We use the notation 0x to denote the number of transactions to

be considered for a peer’s reputation calculation. We use the notation T„ for denoting
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the number o f transactions with a peer. The reputation score for a peer is calculated
locally if there is sufficient local reputation information; that is, if TnS

9 r . If there is not sufficient information, then a reputation query about this peer

is

issued.

4.1.3.3 Disseminating a Reputation Query
As mentioned above, a reputation query is issued when there is not enough local
information about the peers who offer files. Reputation queries can be made more
efficient by combining all IDs to be queried into a single query message, reducing the
number o f query and response messages to be handled. The reputation request is sent
out through the peer’s neighborhood or friends which consist of the reputable peers
interacted with before. The set of reputable peers contains those peers whose
credibility is (recommendation reputation value) above a threshold and those peers
whose direct reputation values are above the threshold. The request message contains
the reputation query set and the trust chain other than other necessary elements.

A trust chain is used to compute the trust o f the requestor in the recommender and is
built during the request dissemination. It contains at intermediate identity I; a list of
intermediate trust value Tj (1 <=j < i) which is the credibility o f Ij.i in Ij with Io being
the requestor.
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Each identity Ij’s agent capable of fulfilling the recommendation request (therefore
with one or more fitting recommendations in store) is creating a recommendation
message that contains the responder’s identity, host address, a request identifier, the
stored recommendation, the tmst chain whose last link is the trust of Ij. j in Ij, and the
current chain which records the content of trust chain when the reputation query first
reaches the current identity.

If the trust chain is still strong enough19, the request is formed anew and sent on to
other potential recommenders again including the own tmst in the next recipient
(hereby forming the aforementioned tmst chain). At some point this dissemination of
request stops, either due to the tm st chain being too weak, too many hops, too much
time passed or no fitting further recipients being available (see figure 4-6,4-7).

4.1.3.4 Processing Received Recommendations
Upon the arrival of the responses to this query, a recommendation (indirect
reputation value) is calculated for each peer. One simple option [10] to determine the
resulting indirect reputation value R from a single trust chain (with Ti denoting the
credibility rating of the requestor in identity Ii, Tj is the credibility rating of I;_i in Ij
and Tn denoting the tm st rating o f the recommender on the target peer) is taking the
product of all reputation values20.

19 Reputation systems may set a threshold for the length o f trust chain. The trust chain with length below the
threshold is considered strong one.
20 Tw o possible methods are plausible: additive and multiplicative. The problem with additive weight is that i f the
chain is “broken” by a highly unreliable link, the effect o f that unreliability is local to the immediate agents
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n

r = J J t*
i= 1

The same recommendation, which is issued by the same peer on the same target, can
be received via completely different paths through the neighborhoods of the
intermediary, which leads to different trust chains (see figure 4-6). We will evaluate
those trust chains and produce a single reputation value for each received
recommendation. Here, we apply the following optimization: we take the best rating
in the set of trust chains for the same recommendation as the resulting trust rating
with regard to that recommendation.

Chain 1

Target Peer

Requestor

Recommender

Chain 3

Figure 4-6. Illustration of trust chain for the same recommendation

around it. In a long social chain however, an unreliability chain is certain to cast serious doubt on the reliability of
any estimate taken from the chain as a whole. O n the other hand, a multiplicative weighting has “long-distance”
effect in that an unreliable link affects any estim ate based on a path crossing that link [10].
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A requestor may have multiple recommendations for a single target (see figure 4-7)
and thus the recommendations must be combined to yield a single value. For this
moment, we have adopted the average approach, so that we can even out the impact
of any single recommendation. The final single trust rating for each target peer is the
average of all the distinct recommendations for that peer:

r(a
n

Q is requestor’s credibility rating for recommender i, and Rj is the direct reputation
value o f the recommender on the target peer.

R ecom m ender 1

Chain 1

Requestor

Chain 2

R ecom m ender 2

Target Peer

R ecom m ender 3

Chain 3

Figure 4-7. Illustration of trust chains for distinct recommendations

4.1.3.5 Computing a Peer’s Global Reputation Value
If there are enough local transactions to evaluate a peer’s trustworthiness, the peer’s
global reputation value equals to his local reputation value. Similarly, if we have no
previous experience with the peer, we will take the peer’s indirect reputation value as
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its global reputation value. Otherwise, the global reputation value about a peer is the
average of the peer’s direct and indirect reputation value. Those files whose
recommender’s reputation value can not be obtained through the above evaluation
process (both direct and indirect one) are ranked zero.

4.1.3.6 Organizing the Results
At the end of the evaluation, each file is ranked according to its provider’s reputation
score. Each file will be assigned a quality rank and a speed rank based on the
reputation value of file provider. We filter out those files with either negative quality
rank or negative speed rank, or both. Finally, we display the collected files with the
quality and download speed rank to users. And it is upon the user to select the peer to
download the file from.

4.1.3.7 Collecting User Feedback
After each transaction, a resource consumer is asked to rate this experience. In this
system, a rating is made in term of two dimensions: download speed, and quality of
file. The download speed discloses the capability of a provider in supporting a high
speed download service. The quality o f the file indicates the likelihood that a peer
provides a file highly related to its category. Those reputation values and their
description are given below.
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Table 4-1 Reputation value semantics with respect to download speed
Value

Meaning

Description

-1

Unsuccessful

File transferring fails due to interruption or other malicious behavior.

0.2
0.5

File download speed is below the normal speed.
Medium

0.75
1

File is downloaded at a normal speed.
File download speed is faster than the normal one.

Very High

File downloading is very fast.

Table 4-2 Reputation value semantics with respect to quality of file
Value

Meaning

1)escription

-1

Malic n u^

1 lie is corrupted, empty (0 byte), or other malicious ones.

0.2
0.5

' * File is a little related to its category.
Medium

0.75
1

File is related to its category in a medium level.
„|| File is highly related to its category.

Very High

H File is related to its category in very high level.

4.1.3.8 Updating Experience
After collecting feedback, the reputation value for file provider is updated according
to the outcome:

T new = ( T 0id * N tran

+feedback)/(Ntran+ l)

Tnew is the updated trust rating, T0id is the old trust rating, Ntran is the total number of
transactions. The feedback is the user’s evaluation for this transaction. The credibility
ratings o f related recommenders are updated in a similar way, but it is more complex
to evaluate the outcome which in this context refers to the evaluation for this
recommendation. The updated reputation or credibility vectors will result in the
change in the peer’s neighborhood (or friends) as well since the peer’s neighborhood
consists of those peers whose reputation and credibility above some thresholds.
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4.2 Implementation of Reptella
In this section, we will describe the details of the implementation of Reptella. This
system implements the solutions that were discussed in section 4.1. This section
describes the system architecture, system protocols (including the description of
reputation message format), and system interactions (or flow of events).

4.2.1 System Architecture
We have implemented Reptella as an extension to an existing implementation of the
Gnutella protocol: Comtella [55, 56]. Comtella system aims to motivate users to
participate in P2P networks, therefore, it implements Gnutella protocol as well as
some specific functions to achieve system goal. However, our Reptella system reuses
and extends only those components related to Gnutella protocol. In this section, we
give an overview of the Reptella system architecture with the detailed introduction
for each component. We will describe the extensions we made to the original
Comtella system in section 4.3.

Figure 4-8 shows the primary subsystems involved in the implementation of Reptella.
In

this context,

we use the

terms

subsystem,

component

and

manager

interchangeably. Viewed from a higher level, the Reptella system contains three
subsystems: backend subsystem, UI subsystem and repumod subsystem.

The

backend and UI subsystem implement Gnutella protocol, and are derived from the
Comtella system. We introduce them based on an understanding of the source code,
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since no design documents are available currently. The RepuMod subsystem is what
we incorporate for reputation management. It implements the reputation mechanism
in this Gnutella-based reputation system. Next, we describe each component in
further detail.

Gnutella
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Figure 4-8. System architecture
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4.2.1.1 Backend Subsystem
The backend subsystem is the core of Gnutella. It contains message/routing manager,
connection manager, file manager, transmission manager and configuration manager.

Message/routing manager
This manager administrates all received and sent Gnutella messages. All messages
are stored to be able to route back response messages of other hosts. When a Gnutella
message is received from the network, this component parses the message and
contacts the file manager if the message is a Query or QueryHit message. Further, it
contacts the reputation subsystem to see if a reputation message was received. It is
also involved in preparing Gnutella request/response messages based on inputs it
receives from the GUI component, file manager and connection manager.
Additionally, it builds routing tables for all kinds of messages, e.g. Query message,
QueryHit message, reputation-related messages (see 4.2.2.1), etc. The QueryHit
message processing involves an entry to reputation subsystem.

Connection Manager
The connection manager handles all connection requests and starts the corresponding
workers (Acceptor or ConnectionMaintainer).Successfully established connections
are then processed by the corresponding workers (message/routing manager, or
transmission manager). Connections are administrated so that at any moment the
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system maintains a desirable number of network connections for the peer. It is also
responsible for issuing handshake requests and generating ping/pong messages.

File Manager
This component manages all local shared files and is responsible for all incoming
Gnutella resource requests. It receives triggered events from the GUI whenever the
user shares, unshares or changes a file’s property. It is also responsible for indexing
all the shared files. W hen a resource request is received from the network, the
message/routing manager contacts the file manager to search for files matching the
query content, and if a match is found, the resource manager will inform the
message/routing manager to issue a QueryHit message.

Transmission Manager
The transmission manager component monitors all downloads/uploads to/from the
local host. It communicates with the connection manager and the file manager to
initiate, transfer and terminate downloads/uploads of resources. After the resource
searching is done, if user selects a resource to download, a direct connection will be
established between the resource requestor and the resource provider and the data
transfer is performed over HTTP. Information about transfers, for example, the
average transmission speed or status of the transferring, will be displayed with each
transmission. Additionally, the upload bandwidth limit is implemented based on the
reputation information.
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Configuration Manager
This manager manages network-configuration parameters. Those parameters include
variables such as standard listening port, connection address, browser, pong-caching
version, message extensions version, and so on. Those parameters will be stored
locally to be persistent after initialization.

4.2.1.2 UI Subsystem
This is the GUI component which provides data structures for the user interface used
in the implementation of Reptella system. This component also triggers events based
on inputs provided and executions issued by the user and invokes appropriate actions
on the GUI, backend subsystem or repumod subsystem.

4.2.1.3 RepuMod Subsystem
The RepuMod subsystem is the core of Reptella. It includes reputation manager and
reputation database.

Reputation Manager
This component implements the reputation-related algorithms and manages
reputation messages received from the backend subsystem. It parses reputation
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messages and takes appropriate actions. This component is also responsible for
forming reputation request/response messages and dispatching them to the network.
It communicates with the reputation database to load the reputation information into
the run-time environment and to save run-time configuration changes.

Reputation Database
This database stores reputation and credibility value for each peer interacted with
before. It also stores the history of the transactions for the owner of the database. It
also stores information about the neighbors of a peer. This database is accessed by
the reputation subsystem when required.
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4.2.2 Protocol Description
This section details the format for system reputation messages, illustrates the
corresponding implementation, and finally gives a description about the Reptella
protocol based on the message flow.

4.2.2.1 Message Formats
In the Gnutella-based Reptella system, resource request messages are sent in the
Gnutella Query message and response messages are sent in the Gnutella QueryHit
message. Both messages have been introduced in the background chapter, and their
formats are documented in the Gnutella Protocol Specification v0.4 [26], Here, we
only describe the messages particular to system reputation management: RepuQuery
Message and Recommendation Message.

Message Description

Message Header
Both messages are preceded by a message header which is the same as a general
Gnutella message header. To give a complete understanding about the reputation
message formats, we will first introduce the Gnutella message header (see table 4-3).
Message ID

Byte offset: 0

15

Payload Descriptor

16

TTL

Hops

17

18

Payload Length

19

22

Table 4-3. Gnutella message header
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Message ID: A 16-byte string uniquely identifying the message on the network.
Payload

OxOO=Ping

Descriptor:

0x01 =Pong
Ox40=Push
0x80=Query
0x81=QueryHit

The above are the default payload descriptors in Gnutella Protocol. To identify the
reputation messages in our reputation system, we extend the Gnutella payload
descriptors with the following reputation-related descriptors:
0x20=RepuQuery
0x21 =Recommendation
TTL:

Time to Live. The number of the message will be forwarded by
Gnutella servents before it is removed from the network. Each servent
will decrement the TTL before passing it on to another servent. When
the TTL reaches 0, the message will no longer be forwarded.

Hops:

The number of times the message has been forwarded. As a message is
passed from servent to servent, the TTL and Hops field of the header
must satisfy the following condition:
TTL(O) =TTL(i)+Hops(i)
Where TTL(i) and Hops(i) are the value o f the TTL and Hops fields of
the header at the message’s i-th hop, for i>=0.
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Payload

It identifies the length of the message immediately following this header.

Length:

Servents should rigorously validate the field for each message received.

Immediately following the message header, is a payload consisting of one of the
abovementioned payload descriptors.

RepuQuery (0x20)

Length of
Number of Query

Query Criteria

Trust Chain

Trust Chain
Byte offset

0

1

2

3

Table 4-4. RepuQuery message

Number o f Query:

The number o f queried targets. The target is the peer about
whom

the

requestor

asks

for

an

opinion

(or

recommendation).
Length o f Trust Chain:

This length indicates how many intermediaries are in the
dissemination path.

Query Criteria:

A set of search strings. This set contains Number-of-Query
elements. This field identifies all the target peers whose
reputation information is requested.
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A list of intermediary reputation values. The reputation

Trust Chain21:

value Ri indicates to what degree peer i-J trusts peer i as a
reputation recommender.

Recommendation (0x21)

Number

Length of

of Hits

Trust Chain

Length of
Port

Byte offset

0

1

Recommendations

Byte offset

9

IP Address

Current Chain
2

Trust Chain

3

Current Chain

...

4

5

8

Client GUfD

n

n+16

Table 4-5. Recommendation message

Number o f Hits:

The number of query hits in the set of recommendations.

Length o f Trust Chain:

This length indicates how many intermediaries help direct
the path to the recommender.

Length o f Current Chain: This length indicates, at a specific point during the

formation

of

this

recommendation,

how

many

intermediaries have been in the partly built trust chain.

21 See section 4.1.3.3 and 4.1.3.4.
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Port:

The port number on which the responding host can accept
incoming connections.

IP Address:

The IP address of the responding host.

Recommendations:

The set of responses to the corresponding reputation query.
This set contains Number-of-Hits elements.

Trust Chain:

It is the list of all the trust values which leads to the
recommendation. The trust chain is the evaluation for the
reliability of the recommendation.

Current Chain:

It is partly formed trust chain for this recommendation, and
indicates how many intermediaries have participated in this
recommendation at this point.

Client GVID:

A 16-byte string uniquely identifying the responding
servent on the network. This is typically some function of
the servent’s network address [26].

Message Implementation

RepuQuery Message
In RepuQueryMessage Class (figure 4-9), there are three variables: minimumSpeed,
query, and trustChain, which correspond to the three RepuQuery message fields:
Minimum Speed, Query Criteria, and Trust Chain, respectively.
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r r p t e ll^ ™ *

j

RepuQueryM enage
% mininranaSpeed: int
^ query'.Vector
trustChain: Vector
^ addQueryTargetO: void
V eqaalsO: boolean
% extendChainO: void
% getRepuQueryO: Vector
\ p aiseO : RepuQueryMessage
^ reduceChaiaO :void
^ RepuQueryMessageO: RepuQueryMessage
^ setRepuQueryO '.void
toByteArrayO :byteQ

%

^ toStringO: String
^ initialireO :void
parseQueryO :String

^

RepuQueryMessageO: RepuQueryMessage

Figure 4-9. RepuQueryMessage class

We do not explicitly identify Number o f Query and Length o f Trust Chain as
variables in this class; instead, we generate them dynamically whenever we are going
to send out a RepuQuery message (figure 4-10). The reason is that the information
only functions at the time message receiver parses RepuQuery message, and is
useless after that (figure 4-11).
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p u b lic b y te [] to B y te A rra y O {

in t i==0;
it Number o f Query
fo r (in t j = 0; j < q u e r y .s ir e ( ) ; j+ + )

f
b y te a b y le l [] = ((S trin g )q u e ry .g e t(j)).g e tB y te s ();
ifi[a b y tel != n u ll)

{
b y te a rra y o u tp u ts tre a m .w rite (a b y te l);
b y te a rra y o u tp u ts tre a m .w rite (n e w b y te [] {

0
»;

int k—0;

IIL e n g th o f

T r u s t C h a in

for^int j = 0; j < trustChain.sizcO; j++)
{
b y te a b y te 2 Q = ((S trin g )tru s tC h a in .g e l(j)).g e tB y te s ();
if(a b y te 2 != n u ll)

1
bytearTayoutputstream .\vrite(abyte2);
b ytearrayoutputstreani.w rite(new byte[] {

0
});

k++;

}

b y te a rra y o u tp u ts tre a m l.w rite (n e v v b y te [] {
(b v te )i

»;
b y te a rra y o u tp u ts tre a m l.w rite ( n e w b y te [] (
(b y te )k

});

Figure 4-10. Send out RepuQuery message
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public static RepuQueryMessage parse(ByteBuffer bytebuffer)

{
int j = abyteO[i] & Oxff;
intt=abyteO[i+l] & Oxff;

IINumber o f Query
IILength o f Trust Chain

int k = 0;
do

{
if(k >= j)
break;
String q = parseQuery(bytebuffer);
if(q== null)
break;
repuQuerymessage.addQueryTarget(q);
k++;
} while(true);

int y= 0;
do

{
if(y>=t)
break;
String re= parseQuery(bytebuffer);
if(re— null)
break;
repuQueryniessage.extendChain(re);

y++;
} while(true);

Figure 4-11. Parse RepuQuery message
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Recommendation Message
In RecommendationMessage Class (figure 4-12), the five variables: clientGUID,
currentChain, host, recommendations and trustChain correspond to the five fields:
Client GUID, CurrentChain, Port and IP address, Recommendations, and Trust Chain
in Recommendation message, respectively.

xcjteSaLXvpunwd
Recom mendationM essage
% clientGUID: GUID
cunenlChain: Vector
% . h ost: Host
recommendations: Vector
^ tr u s tC h a in .Vector
% addRecommendationO :void
\ addToCunentChainO :void
V addToTrustChainQ :void
\

cunentChaiiRemovelastQ: void

% equalsO : boolean
% parseQ : RecommendationMessage
^ RecommendationMessageO: RecommendationMessage
^ reroovaFrotttCunentChainO '.void
^ removeFroroTrustChainfl .void
^ toByteArrayO :byleQ
% toStringO: String
^ mitializeQ :void
^

paiseQ ueiyQ : String
RecommendationMessageO: RecommendationMessage

Figure 4-12. RecommendationMessage class

Similar as for the RepuQueryMessage class, we do not explicitly identify Number o f
Hits, Length o f Trust Chain and Length o f Current Chain as variables in this class;

instead, we generate them dynamically whenever we are going to send out a
Recommendation

message

(figure

4-13).

Those

data

are

used

to

help
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Recommendation message receivers parse that message, and will be discarded after

parsing the message (figure 4-14).

public byte[] toByteArrayO

1
int i = 0;

//Number o f H its

for(int j = 0 ; j < recommendations.slzeO; j++)

{
Tup le tup=(Tup!e)recommendations.get(j);

{
bytearrayoutputstream.write(abyteO 1);
bytearrayoutputstream.write(new byte[] {

0
»;

i++;

}
}
intk=0;
//Length o f Trust Chain
for(int j = 0; j < trustChain.sizeO; j++)

1
k++;

1
intcur=0;
//L ength o f Current Chain
for(int j = 0; j < currentChain.size(); j++)

1
cur++;

}
bytearrayoutputstream 1.\vrite(new byte[] {
(byte)i

»;
bytearrayoutputstreaml.wrile(new byte[] {
(byte)k

1);
bytearrayoutputstream 1.write(new byte[] {
(byte)cur

Figure 4-13. Send out recommendation message
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public static RecommendationMessage parse(ByteBuiTer bytebuffer)
{

int j = abyteO[i] & Oxff; // Number o f Hi t s
int t=abyteO[i+l] & Oxff; //L ength o f T ru s t C hain
int cur=abyte0[i+2] & Oxff; //L e n g th o f C u rre n t C hain
int k = 0;
do

{
iffk>=j)
break;
String q = parseQuery(bytebuffer);

k"H-;
} while(tate);
int y= 0;
do
{

i% > = t)
break;
String re= parseQuery(bytebuffer);
y-H-;

} while(true);
int z= 0;
do

{
if(z >= cur)
break;
String current^ parseQuery(bytebuffer);
z++;
} while(true);

Figure 4-14. Parse recommendation message
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4.2.2.2 Protocol Description
Each transaction of the Reptella protocol involves three types of entities in the
network - a requestor, a set of providers, and a set of recommenders. The exchange
o f messages between these entities has been described below. For the sake of
simplicity o f this discussion, figure 4-15 shows only one provider (P) and n
recommenders.

P ro v id er (P )

R eq u e sto r (S )
R1

R ecom m enders
R2
........

Rn

^ ______ 1. Q u ery
2.

Q u ery H il

3.

R epuQ uery

4 . R ecom m endation

. R epuQ uery

S.

T ransaction

6.

U ndate T ru st R ating

4.

R ecom m endation

3.

R epuQ uery

4.

R ecom m endation

7. U p d ate C redibility R ating

7. U pdate C redibility R ating

7.

U p d a te C redibility R atin g

Figure 4-15. Reptella protocol message flow
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The requestor (S) who wishes to search for a resource broadcasts a Query message
into the network (1). Any providers (P) who are currently sharing the resource
respond to this request message by sending the QueryHit message (2). The above
steps are the same as the initial steps in the Gnutella protocol. However, in addition,
the requestor sends their Reputation Query (3), in the trailer of the QueryHit message.
The recommenders who have previous experience with the provider will respond
with recommendation (4) about the provider.

The requestor evaluates direct reputation, processes collected recommendations, and
computes the global rating for each provider. Accordingly, the providers who have a
rating higher than a predefined threshold value are recommended to the requestor.
The requestor then selects the appropriate provider and begins the transaction, using
the HTTP protocol, just as in Gnutella (5).

At the end of the transaction, the requestor is suggested to rate the service that was
provided by the provider. The peers may consider multiple factors such as quality of
file, bandwidth provided, etc, while rating the transaction. Based on the rating, the
requestor will update the trust rating (6) and credibility rating (7) for the provider and
recommenders, respectively.

Figure 4-15 focuses on the illustration of a general message flow in a reputationbased peer-to-peer system, and it does not indicate any trust chain which may be
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dynamically constructed during a reputation query. In figure 4-16, we will illustrate
in detail one of such trust chains corresponding to one of recommendations in figure
4-15, e.g. the recommendation from R l.

Provider (P)

1.

2.

Requestor(S)

Intermediary 1

Intermediary2

lntermediaiy3

Recommender
...
ri

Query

QueryHit
3, RepuQuery
Forward
Forward

Forward

' 4. Recommendation

Backward
Backward
Backward
5.

Transaction

6.

Update Trust
Rating

7.
Update
Credibility Rating

Figure 4-16. A trust chain in protocol message flow

In the above figure, the Intermediary denotes a peer who forwards a RepuQuery
message to his neighbors and at the same time attaches his credibility ratings for
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those neighbors

to the RepuQuery message. The Backward indicates the

Recommendation is sent back to the requestor along the same way the RepuQuery

came from.

4.2.3 System Interaction
In a P2P file-sharing system, there are two basic system activities: resource discovery
and resource download. After incorporating reputation mechanism, both processes
are enriched. This section describes the interactions between the components of
Reptella in detail. It depicts the invocations made on the Reptella Reputation
Subsystem that were added as extension to the existing code base of Gnutella.

On starting up, system will execute a sequence of initialization operations: the
connection manager contacts configuration manager for information to configure the
network, and sends connection requests as part of the peer discovery process.
Furthermore, the connection manager will issue Ping/Pong messages. Figure 4-17
shows the sequence diagram for initializing Reptella. This process follows the
Gnutella protocol.
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N e tw o rk

Configuration
M anager

Connection
Manager

i
i
i
i
i
i

i
i
i
i
i
i

A sk configuration inform ation

j

t
t

i
i

1 S end back configuration inform ation
i

i
i
i
|

ii
!

O utgoing connection h a n d sh a k e _____________________________ *

i
i

i
i
i

i
i

!i

t
i

i

Incoming connection hjmdshake____________________________

Send Ping/Pong m e ssa g es___________________________________ t
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

i

\
t
i
i
i
i

)i

ji

i

i
i
i

t
(

i

t

i

i

Figure 4-17. The sequence diagram for initializing Reptella

As soon as the initialization is complete, the system is ready for processing any
incoming or outgoing requests.

Resource Discovery

Resource discovery in Reptella system involves four components: File Manager,
Message/Routing

Manager,

UI Subsystem,

and Reputation

Subsystem

(see

figure 4-18).
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Network

M e ssage/R outing
M anager

Ul
S u b sy ste m

File

Manager

Search in
local database

D

Sen d b ack
local m atches

R eputation
S u b sy s te m

Initiate
search

Create query
m essage________

Send q u e ry m essage
R eceiv e q u crv h it m essage
E valuate query
results
Initiate reputation query
Send R q iu O u erv m essage
R eceive R ecom m endation m essage
P rocess received
recom m endations

C om pute global
reputation value

O rganize
search results
P ass search results to G U I

Figure 4-18. The sequence diagram for resource search

When the user wishes to send a search request, he/she selects a search category and
clicks the “Search” button to start searching (see figure 4-19).The GUI contacts file
manager and makes a call onto the message/routing subsystem simultaneously. The
file manager checks if there are local files matching the search request. If there are,
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the results will be sent back and displayed on the GUI. At the same time, the
message/routing subsystem initiates a search request, which in turn sends a query
message into the network. After receiving all the replies to the query, the servent will
evaluate the query results, and group those providers with whom it has not had
enough previous transactions. Based on the query results and the grouped providers,
the servent generates and sends out a reputation query to network through his/her
friends (see figure 4-20).

-jn xl

OfReptella - P2P Reputation System
L ib r a r y

V a n it o r

elect Categories
Al

►

Computer Applications ►
Computer Graphics

►

;|.ocal? Ifrransac..,]

!

|

Client/Seiver

sample Code

►

Network Architecture and Design ►

Theory of Computation

>

Network General

►

Distributed databases

User Issues

►

Network Operations

►

Network operating systems

Network Protocols

►

Download

^ ^ C le a rT s to p Searching

Figure 4-19. Initialize search

In figure 4-20, the requestor first checks the number of transactions that it has with
each resource provider in the past. Those peers who have no enough transactions
with the requestor will be grouped into a set. If the result set is empty or the requestor
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has no neighbors (or friends), the evaluation for each resource provider will be based
on local reputation information. Otherwise, a RepuQuery message will be created
and sent out through the requestor’s neighbors to obtain recommendations from
other peers.
p u b lic syn ch ro n ized static v o id evaluateQ ueivR csultO 1

E num eration en =cache.keysO ;
fo rcen .h asM o rcE lem en tsO ;) {
servnam e'*(Siring)cn.nextE Iem ent();
trans=R epuM odeling.geilnstance{).getT ransN um berFor(servnnnie);
ifU rans< R epuM od.T R A N S A C T 10N _L O W JB O U N D )
repruQ uery.add(setvnam e):

}
H ash tab lc ag ent_valucs “ R ep u M o d cling.gctinslance().gelN eighboursO ;
ifT (rep u Q u ery .sizeO = 0 )||(ag en t_ v alu es.isE inptyO )){ //lo cal inform ation is enough.
// R ank received reso u rce according to local reputation inform ation,
H an d sen d the resu lts to G U I fo r display,

return;

>
E n u m eratio n enum eration= agent_values.keys();
R ep u Q u ery M essag e rcpuQ ucryM essagc=
m essageF actory.new R epuQ ueryM essage(repuQ uery,trustC ham );
C o n n ectio n s connections=N etw orkC ontro!ler.getC onnectionsO ;
do {
if(!enum eration.basM orcE lcm ents())
break;
String sS - (String)cnutnenition.nestE Iem entO ;
if(s5 = = null |I s5.1ength() < = 0 || vector.eontainsfsS ))
continue;
E n u m eratio n en u m cration2 = conncctions.getC onncctionsO ;
do{
connection2 = (C onncction)cnum eration2.nexiE lem entO ;

\ \v h ile(// c onnection2 is not in th e set o f friends):

String valu e-(S trin g )ag en t_ v u lu es.g et(s5);
R epuQ ueryM essage rM sg= m essageFactory.new R epuQ ueryM essage(repuQ uery,(V ector)trustC hain.cloneO ):
rM sg.extendC hain(value);

conncction2,scnd(rMsg);
! \vhile(true);

Figure 4-20. Evaluate query results and issue reputation query
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After received all the recommendation messages, the servent will first process those
recommendations to obtain the indirect reputation value for each resource provider,
described in figure 4-21.

public synchronized static Vector processRecommendations(){
Vector result=new Vector();
Enumeration en=tree.keys();

double recq;
double recs;
for(; en.hasMoreElements();){
String serv=(String)en.nextElement();
Hashtable re=(Hashtable)tree.get(serv);
Enumeration enl=re.keys();
for(; enl.hasMoreElements{);){
String recommender=(String)en 1.nextEIement();
Tuple tup=(Tuple)re.get(recommender);
}

RepuMod rm=RepuModeling.getInstance().getRepuMod();
recq=rm.computeRecQualityRating(quality);
recs=rm.computeRecSpeedRating(speed);
if((recq>=G.0d)&&(recs>=G.0d)) {
}'

result.add(j,new Tuple(serv, new Tuple(new Double(recq),new Double(recs))));
}
}

return result;

Figure 4-21. Process received recommendations
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Next, the servent computes the global reputation value for each resource provider,
described in Figure 4-2222.

public synchronized static V ector computeGlobalTrust(){
V ector global=new VectorO;
V ector recs=processRecoramendations();
for (int i=0;i<recs.size();i+f){
Tuple tup=(Tuple)recs.get(i);
String provider=(String)tup.getFirst();
Tuple value=(Tuple)tup.getSecond();
double rq=((Double)value.getFirst()).doubleValue();
double rs=((Double)value.getSecond()).doubleValue();
double gq=RepuM odeling.getlnstance().getRepuMod().computeGlobalQualityRating(provider,rq);
double gs=RepuModeling.getlnstance().getRepuM od().computeGlobalSpeedRating(provider,rs);
ifl:(gq>=0.2d)&&{gs>=0.2d)){
Tuple gRating=new Tuple(provider,new Tuple(String. valueOf(gq),String. valueOf(gs)));
int j;
for(j=OJ<global.size()y+—) {
Tuple femp=(TupIe)global.get(j);
Tuple vaIuel=(Tuple)tem p.getSecond();
double q=((Doub!e)valuel .getFirst()).doubIeValue();
double s=((Double)valuel .getSecond()).doubleValue();

if(q<gq)
break:
else if({q=gq)& & (s<gs))
break;

1
global.add(j,gRating);

1

return global;

}

Figure 4-22. Compute global reputation value
22 In the Reptella system, we use m ultiple-attribute rating to represent user feedback. The lowest positive rating
provided by user is 0.2. In our current system design, we discard those resources provided by peers whose
reputation values are low er than the lowest positive rating. However, this value (or threshold) may vary in
response to different design considerations.
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Finally, the servent organizes the search results, ranks each file according to the
provider’s reputation, and passes them on to the user interface, which is responsible
for displaying the results to the user, described in figure 4-23.

p u b lic sy n c h ro n iz e d static v o id o rg a n iz eR e su Its(){
V e c to r re cR e su lt= c o m p u te G lo b alT ru st();
Q u e ry R esu ltC a clie q u e ry R esu ltC a ch e = S to ra g eC o n tro IIe r.g e tQ u ery R e su ltC ac h e();
fo r(in t i= 0 ;i< re cR e su lt,siz e();i+ + ) {
T u p le tup= (T upIe)recR esult.get{i);
S trin g se rv = (S trin g )tu p .g e tF irst();
T u p le v a lu e = (T u p le)tu p .g e tS e co n d { );
S trin g q = (S trin g )v a lu e .g etF irst();
S trin g s= (S trin g )v alu e.g e tS ec o n d ();
in t tran s~ R ep u M o d e lin g .g e tIn sta n c e ().g e tT ra n sN u m b e rF o r(se rv );
if(q u ery R esu ltC ach e.co n tain sK .ey (serv )){
H a sh ta b le file s= (H a sh tab le )q u ery R e su ltC a c h e.g et(se rv );
E n u m e ratio n e n = file s.k e y s();
fo r(; e n .h a sM o re E Iem en ts();){
S trin g file n a m e = (S trin g )e n ,n e x tE lem en t();
V e c to r file R e co rd = (V ec to r)file s.g e t(filen a m e);
S trin g uid= < S trin g )fileR eco rd .rem o v e(0 );
S trin g sp= (S trin g )fi1 eR eco rd .rem o v e(2 );
S trin g in d e x = (S trin g )fileR e c o rd .re m o v e (2 );

file R e co rd .ad d (0 ,q );
fileR e co rd .ad d (S trin g .v a lu eO f^ tra n s));
B a ck E n d .fra m e A d d N e w Q u e ry H it(file R e c o rd ,u id ,sp ,in d e x );
q u e ry R e su ltC a c h e .re m o v e (se rv );
>

)
}

if(!q u ery R e su ltC a c h e.isE m p ty ()){
// S e n t o u t th o se files w ith o u t in d irect re p u ta tio n v a lu e to G U I.

}
B a ck E n d .fra m e Q u e ry H itE n try F in ish Q ;

1

Figure 4-23. Organize the search results
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The GUI displays the discovered files with corresponding ranks (see figure 4-24).
The columns with titles “Quality” and “Speed” identify each file’s quality rating and
speed rating, respectively . The last column titled with “Transactions” indicates the
number of previous direct transactions the servent has with the file provider.

hHK
I

ea ich

|
. __ 1

Select Categories

^

L ib r a ry

^

H H H B H H H 1H i L □|x
M onitor

..

distributed Systems = distributed applications (e.g. P2P]

If

|| Keywords(optional):j

iljpuallty jppeed
N/A

N/A

VI/A

N/A

0.8

0.9

’.'sue

filenam e
Peer-to-Peer Chapter 1 A Network o f Peers.htm

f ile Location

Sear

ILocal?

54254

b:\Shared\p2p system\Peer-to-Peer... YES

routingindice.pdf

260231

D:\Shared\p2p system\routingindic... YES

adhoc.pdf

406229

162.128.2,103

id

_jfTransacti...]
^
N/A

NO

5
5
5

0.8

0.9

Knowbuddy's Gnutella FAQ.htm

28855

162.128.2.103

NO

0.8

0.9

confldentiality.pdf

283897

NO

0.75

0.94

streamtypeimplementation_peerCastO._l.tar

27009

162.128.2,103
162.128.2.102

NO

7

0.75
0.75

0.94
0.94

harvard02.ppt

202752

162.128.2,102

NO

A Scalable Location Service for Geographic A d Ho... 2240

162.128.2,102

NO

7
7

0.75
0.73

0,94

HPL-2002-163.pdf

713563

162.128.2.102

NO

0,625

P2P - Applications Main,him

162.123.2,101

NO

7
2

0.73

0.625
0,52

Pastry-locality.pdf
Tapestry.htm

31021
2098894

162.128.2.101

NO

2

495

162.128.2.100

NO

17

0.52
0.52

trust_in_p2p.pdf

178772

162.12 B.2.100

NO

17

Prashant Dewan.htm

1790 ........

162.128,2.100

NO

17

0.87
0.87
0.87

...... ..—
-....................................-.. -.

f

Download

I
1

) (" c le a r/sto p Searching” )

Figure 4-24. The interface showing search results

23 The evaluation for each file is based on the file provider’s reputation; therefore, the quality and speed rating of
each file also represent the reputation o f file provider in term s o f the provider’s capability in providing high
quality files and high speed downloading service.
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Resource Download
Figure 4-25 shows the flow from downloading file to updating corresponding
reputation information according to the transaction outcome. After user selects a file
and click “download” button, a download request is issued. The UI subsystem
contacts the Transmission Manager to initiate the download. The Transmission
subsystem establishes an HTTP session with the provider and begins transfer of the
file. The file is saved locally. After completion of the download, UI subsystem
initiates an interface for user to provide feedback (see figure 4-26). Currently, we
make it mandatory for user to rate each transaction. If user does not provide rating,
the rating UI can not be closed (see figure 4-27). After receiving user rating,
reputation subsystem updates the corresponding trust rating (for provider) and
credibility rating (for recommenders) (see figure 4-28). This change will be saved to
local reputation database.
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Network

Transmission
Manager

File
Manager

Subsystem

Reputation
Subsystem

Initiate download
Start download
Save file to local database
Download complete
Initiate UI
for rating

Send user feedback

Update trust

Update
credibility

Figure 4-25. Resources download and update of experience
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ClR eputella

P2P Reputation £

Seaxch

jpo£

Filename
Finished

confjdentiality.pdf

162.128.2.103

Rating Download

File Name:

-Uptoocb— ;

|

I

Stop Uploading

Download Speed:

i Filename
Quality of File:

[U ploaded

[Unsuccessful
Low
Medium
High
fVery High
OK

Figure 4-26. The rating UI
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Filename
283897
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67
Finished
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Download Speed:
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Filename
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Please rate both Download Speed and File Quality

ljUploadsd
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Figure 4-27. The error message for illegal rating
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void jB uttonl jictionP erform edfA ctionE vent e) {

double speedRate;
double qualityRate;
String speed=(String)jComboBoxl .getSelectedltemQ;
String quality=(String)jComboBox2.getSelectedItem();
if((speed.equals(’'--"))||((!speed.cqua!s(”Unsuccessftil"))&&(qualjty.equals("--'')))){
JOptionPane.showMcssageDialog(this, "Please rate both Download Speed and File Quality",
"Information", 1);
return;

II

RepuModeling.getlnstance().gctRcpuMod0.updatcRcputation(servNamc,quality.specd);
RecommendationCache caehe=StorageController.getRecommendationCachcO;
if((cache!=null)&& (!cache.isEm pty())){

Hashtable recommendere=(Hashtable)eache.get(servName);

if((recominenders!=null)&&(rccommcnders.isEmpty())){
Enumeration en=recommcndcrs.keys();
for(;en.hasMoreElements();){
String rec=(String)en.nextElementO;
Tuple tup=(Tuple)recommenders,get(rec);
double q=Double.parseDouble((String)tup.getFirstO);
double s=Doublc.parscDoublc((String)tup.gctSccond());

RepuModeling.getInstance().getRepuMod().updateCredibility(rec,servName,q,s);

}
}
}

this.hide();

Figure 4-28. Update experience
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4.3

Incorporating Reputation System into Existing P2P Network

Based on the design and implementation of our Reptella system, we can describe
more generally how to incorporate a reputation system into an existing P2P network.
In this section, we describe how an existing P2P network can be extended with a
reputation system during system design and system implementation. Our purpose is
to relieve developers from the laborious job involved in developing a peer-to-peer
reputation system from scratch.
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4.3.1 Incorporate Reputation System during System Design
In an original P2P system, the system interaction involves two phases: 1) resource
discovery and 2) transaction. A typical system transaction is that a peer queries
resource(s) through network, and selects an appropriate resource from the returned
resources to start the transaction. After integrating a reputation mechanism into this
P2P networks, there will be two more phases: reputation request and update
reputation. Correspondingly, a typical reputation-based transaction will be as follows:
a peer will query for (a) particular resource(s) using regular P2P protocol queries. It
then will receive a number of offers from various peers (providers) within the
network, who are willing to provide that resource(s). Then the requestor peer will
query fo r the reputation values o f the providers, and according to the query result,

select a peer to receive the service. After interacting with the chosen provider, it will
then rate the provider based on its performance

Such incorporation won’t change the original P2P messages, but could still invoke
them in a new context. There is no interaction between the new messages—
reputation messages, and the existing messages (or original messages). Therefore,
such incorporation is safe with respect to side effects on the existing messages.
Figure 4-29 illustrates this design level transformation.
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(Recorn menders)

Resource Discovery
Transaction
Requestor

'O
Provider

Resource Discovery
Transaction
U pdate of Experience
R equestor
(Rater)

O rig in al P2P System

Provider
(Ratee)

Reputation-based P 2 P S ystem

Figure 4-29. Incorporate reputation system during system design
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4.3.2 Incorporate Reputation System during System Implementation
In this section, we describe how to implement a reputation mechanism for an existing
P2P system. It involves extensions to existing P2P subsystems: backend and UI
subsystem24, as well as the building of a new subsystem: reputation subsystem. In
our system, we have encapsulated most of those extensions into the reputation
subsystem in order to highlight all the tasks needed for incorporating a reputation
system into an existing P2P network. We will identify those encapsulated extensions
in the following.

4.3.2.1 Extension to the Backend Subsystem
Most extensions related to the backend subsystem are done for the message/routing
component. Those extensions can be classified as function-level or class-level.
Function-level extensions mean adding more functions to an existing class, and classlevel extensions mean generating new classes extending the current component. The
former is trivial, and relies on the specifics of implementation. Thus, we only
introduce class-level extensions, including
1. The extensions of messages and message handlers, which have been encapsulated
into the reputation subsystem;
2. The generation of helper classes which facilitate the reputation-based resource
search.

24 Generally, we can group the subsystems or components of a P2P system into backend subsystem and UI
subsystem. The backend subsystem supports the fundamental functions of a P2P system, e.g. sharing storage and
communication among peers [57]. The UI subsystem provides a friendly graphic interface for user to
communicate with the system. We can always recognize such components in P2P systems.
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We will exemplify them through our Gnutella-based reputation system.

Extend Messages
The Gnutella protocol has five kinds of messages: Ping, Pong, Query, QueryHit, and
Push.

We have introduced them in background chapter.

In the

original

implementation of Gnutella protocol25, those messages have been implemented as the
subclass of class M essage, described in figure 4-30. After incorporating the
reputation system, the set of messages will include two more members:
RepuQueryMessage and RecommendationMessage. The reputation-enriched set of
messages is shown in figure 4-31.

Figure 4-30. The set of messages in original Gnutella system

25 The one achieved by Comtella, including backend subsystem and UI subsystem.
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|
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\-

j

j
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b
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M
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Figure 4-31. The set of messages in reputation enriched Gnutella system

Extend Message Handlers
Message handlers are responsible for dealing with incoming messages. There are five
kinds of message handlers in the original implementation of Gnutella protocol25:
PingHandler, PongHandler, PushHandler, QueryHandler, QueryHitHandler (see
figure 4-32), corresponding to the five Gnutella messages respectively. Similar to the
set of messages, after incorporating the reputation mechanism, the set of message
handlers will also be extended as shown in figure 4-33.
nptelb.bsckenA
Handler*

= s=

icpteQ&tacJxid

rep tell&j) atten d
j

FutgHandler

[■

1 1

PongHandler

j

npteUaAackend

] JtptellaJtacIrend

H

j|

PushHandler

j-

ii
j

1
}-

| QueryHitHandler

reptefc-tackeiid
|

QueryHandler

j-l

Figure 4-32. The set of message handlers for original Gnutella system
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|
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|-i

J KecommendationHandler h

|

PongHandler

[-

j

|

PushHandler

h

RepuQueryHandler

H

) QueiyHilHandler )1 QueryHandler

p

Figure 4-33. The set of message handlers for reputation enriched Gnutella system

Helper Classes
Two helper Classes have been added to the message/routing component, which direct
the resource search into reputation subsystem at the end of QueryHit message
processing:

one

is

QueryResultCache

(see

figure

4-34),

and

the

other

QueryTimerThread (see figure 4-35). The QueryResultCache class caches the query

result and passes the final set of query result to reputation subsystem for the initiation
of reputation-based message communications. The QueryTimerThread controls the
time for a resource query, and triggers opening the entry for the corresponding
reputation query as soon as the resource query times out.
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TepteHaJndccmi j___________
Q ueryResultCac he

% cache: Heritable
^ addQ :void

% cleaiQ ■void
\ containsKeyO: boolean
■V containsValceO: boolean
^ g e t f l: Object
^ isEmptyO: boolean
^ keysQ: Enumeration
QucryResultCachsQ: QoeiyResnltCache
^ removeQ ;void
^ toStringO: String

Figure 4-34. QueryResultCache class

repteUnfeftckend
QueryTimerThread

sleep: boolean
% sto p : boolean
^
^
^
V

activateO:void
closeQ: void
QueiyTiKierTtoead(): QueryTimerThread
reset() :void
% rur® :void
^ deactrvateQ :void

Figure 4-35. QueryTimerThread class

4.3.2.2 The Extension for UI Subsystem
The extensions for UI subsystem include:
1. Modify the user interface so that the reputation information related to each
resource can be shown to the user,
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2. Create a new user interface for the user to provide feedback after each transaction.
The first extension is the function level, we won’t discuss it here. For the second
extension, we suggest to implement an independent RatingUI class, so that we can
easily redesign the feedback UI in the future without modifying the main user
interface. Figure 4-36 is our RatingUI class. We encapsulate this class into reputation
subsystem.

RatingUI
% fileNarae: Staring
% ico n : trragelcon
% jB u tto n l: JButton
^

jC om boB oxl: JConiboBox

% jCorri>oBox2: JConfcoBox

% jLabell JLabel
%

jU b e Q

JLabel

% jLabel3 JLabel
% jTextFieHl: JTextField
qualitylcon; Imagelcon
% reprnod: RepuMod
% setvName: String
% speed!con: Imagelcon

^ RatingUIO: RatingUI
jButtonl _actionPerfbtmedO :void
jblnitO: void

Figure 4-36. RatingUI class

4.3.2.3 Building the Reputation Subsystem
System reputation management is achieved through the reputation subsystem. It is
suggested to encapsulate all reputation relevant functions, including:
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■ represent reputation value;
■ compute direct, indirect and global reputation values;
■ update reputation information, e.g. trust rating and credibility rating;
■ set neighborhood for the dissemination of reputation query;
■ maintain reputation database;
■ reward peers based on reputation;
into one component, this may be one class or one core class supported by several
helper classes. Obviously, such component is the core of reputation subsystem. An
advantage is that the redesigning of reputation metrics will only involve one or
several

classes— the core of reputation

subsystem. The

core component

communicates with the backend subsystem and UI subsystem, as well as the
reputation database. In our reputation subsystem (called RepuMod subsystem), we
use a class named RepuMod to act as the system core. We describe the relationship
between the RepuMod subsystem and backend subsystem as well as UI subsystem in
figure 4-37. Due to space limitations, we only give the complete definition for the
RepuMod class. The backend and UI components are represented as class-like
entities in this model.

In figure 4-37, Class Credibility and Reputation represent the objects stored in
reputation database. Class RepuModeling acts as a channel through which
RepuQueryHatidler or RecommendationHandler can callback the functions in

RepuMod class. Class RecListenerEntry caches and processes the received
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recommendation, computes the global reputation value with the aid of the RepuMod
class, organizes the search results, and passes the ranked search results to the user
interface (see figure 4-38).

RepuMod

n?teUxKgmsft

1RatirguTl

4 D irojreanm gs: H&shtable
* D im _tips: Hashtablc
^ dmnengionTips :StringQ
^ QUALiTY_CR£DIT LOW BO UN D: double
* QUAUTY RATEING LOWJBQUND: cfanbk
4 TepPimenrioBS :StrmgQ
4 repMeaniagg iStringQQ
* y*pValt*g:doviblc[jQ
* SPEED_CREDIT LOW_BOUHD: double
* SPE£D_RATEINO_LQW_BQUND: doubk
^ TRANSACTlQN_LQW_EOUND; int
credibility; Vector
h artlist: Vector
% tru s t: Vector
^ addHostO :void
^ cb seQ : void
% computtGlobaK^ualityRatiKgO : double
% computeGlobalSpeedRatingO: double
^ computeRecQuofityRatmgO: double
% computeRecSpeedRatingO: double
* getAgentsToPxopagateO: Hashtabk
* getBendwidthFoj<): int
\ getCredbDityFor(): String
^ getHostsQ: Enumeration
^ getbxaK^uaHtyRa&kFo r(); double
% gelLocatSpeedR&ckForO: double
% getNeigKbomsO : Haskteble
% getReputationForO: String
^ getTmnsNuirbeis(): int
%
*
%
^
^
^
%

reptelhjepiuned

Z~ h m. ________ .

1

Credibility] f ReeListencrEiifay"] ( Reputation |

reptell&jvpTunod j
| RepuMedelins 1
t

xepfeUaurepvrnul
RepuQueryliandler 1

lepteUajepnmod
RecommendadonHandlerl

meaningToQuaHtyVelaeO: dodbb
meaningToSpeedVelue(): doable
printOUIDO :void
RepuModQ ivoid
stertO^void
updateCredbCityO rvoid
updateReputatior<) rvoid

^initO:void
^

^

reedFromDiskCredibiMyO: void.
reftdFromDiskhashQ: void
readFromDekTrustO: void
sortCreditVectorQ ;void
sortRepuVectorQ .void
vvriteTcDkkCredibildyO: void
writeToDiskitesK) :void
writeToDiskTrustO: Yoid

Figure 4-37. RepMod-centered class diagram
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repute 11a.repumod j
R ecLutenerEntry

tepteDikrefiungd
Keconunend&tionCache

% recCache; RecoremendatioaCache
% tree: Hashtable
^ addO :void

irptella.repuir.od
R econunendationH uidler

L

%
^
^
^

addWeigkledRecoKirrteadtionQ: void
corapuieGIobalTrustO: Vector
oiganizeResultsO: void
processRecommendaticmsQ: Vector

^ RecListenerEntiyO :void
computeT rustChainO: Tuple

ir jte lla .repumod

R ecom m endationM enage

repteHauiepumad

R epuH m erThread

n $ te lla . repumod
- | RepuM od [

.

Figure 4-38. RecListenerEntry-centered class diagram
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Works

5.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we investigate the core mechanism to build a decentralized P2P
reputation system. We present a taxonomy of the decentralized peer-to-peer
reputation systems, and develop a reputation system: Reptella which takes advantage
of this taxonomy in our case study. This work identifies and analyzes different
approaches to build reputation systems in peer-to-peer networks. Through the design
and implementation of Reptella system, we disclose the general reputation
management process and describe in detail some important issues we encountered in
reputation management, e.g. trust chain.

In the Reptella system, we extend the Gnutella protocol with reputation-related
messages to help peers obtain the information related to the rank of resources, and
that information will benefit peers in choosing reliable resources in order to make
effective transactions later. We describe the system components and highlight the
data flow between these components using sequence diagrams. Finally, we present a
detailed analysis on how to incorporate reputation system into an existing P2P
system. To summarize, through our research, we provide an overview of
decentralized P2P reputation systems, and guide future development in this
research area.
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5.2 Future Works
Our work can be extended to detect and prevent deception in a P2P reputation system.
Presently, if the initiator provides a malicious rating at the end of the transaction (e.g.
rates a good transaction with a bad rating), there is no mechanism to prevent or
punish such misbehavior. Thus, further research could address this issue. Another
direction of research is to attempt to extend the taxonomy to include other types of
P2P networks, including centralized, and hybrid. Additionally, it is desired to
incorporate more mechanisms, for example, security, identity, and incentive
mechanisms, etc, in future to enhance the current reputation system.
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